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'LTLO pr1bl) Of 03st3 4t114J tVe rainii;w• pressure in

a trailinr; vortex ay;teal of a 1Liar lia:t~ ssauruou is

investigated both tlheo• lletioy anti experientally. A

sex-Lpi-tiricu solution is o)tuInod aiitor sLowing tlhat

predictions 'ased orr kinetic onerLgy anl induced drag

oonsiderations are not in aooord with experimental re-

sults. "usuwIan4 tho bounary 3 layer doevlopod on the

lower sur±'aou of the wing to be a measure of the vortex

sheet thi•knuss, expressions eau developed for tlhis die-

tanco for the oases of rectangular- and elliptic wingb

from consideration of tI.Lo wing gaeoritziy *,f a.iistribution

of bound circulation. ihese expresaions for the vortex

shoot thiokness involve unknown co,-astants which must be

dotesinrzd from the experiner.ntul results.

'0- exporizEntal investita.Ion consisted of VoaZu~re-

mants of vortex oavitlv-tion inoeption conuitions for

,families of r•ctta•gular, •usta, und elliptic wings in

large, high speed water tumel, 'he majority of the

testing was done at a h.;ynolds iu17ber of ap)roxiriately U-

'but oy varying the teaiperature of the water and

usirn different sizes of wings, measureau.rants were taen

for reotLwular wings of aspect ratio four over u rrLge

of Reynolds nw-boer from about x2 x 10- to .2 x 10 6
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The major conclusions to bo drawn !rini the investi-

gation are thati' the -magnitude of tl-e minimiwa pro.-vre

ooeffioient in the trailin! vortu.-. system of a wing

LwroaUse nearly linearly witIL the angle of attack of

th* wing( thiu agnitude is almost independent of aspect

ratio for elliptic wings but fox- roctantp~aur w•igs is

slightly hif.er, the t;voutor the aspoct ratio, ;or a

given angle of attack# tt a ,.Ivan aLn,;lo of aultLci tlhu

magnitude of the minixin pruostuxe coofficlont increoases

with Inoreasing heynolds nuiberl -m the tliiclimoss of

the tip-vortex core, or the V~ichnuss 3f' the edge of

the trailing vortex stioot is eotoerined by the tVickness

of the boundary layer on the lower surfaca of the wing

at the trailine edge of the tip and not be uny consid-

orations of induced drag and kinetic ener,•y of the vortex

sheet Itsolf. <r .
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G.ra dius of, the voiitox core

( ; arwijoter in ~ fuistribLution

Paraotto in distr~ibution

sIedia-soan of the wing jr tratJline. vor'tex sheset

wing chor.d

con1totnr of inte'Urtio

section iitV coeVI'iolcnt

section lift coeffficient at xiid-apan

A-wing l~ift coafic4innt

wing chord 'a .4(d-Bpan

pressure coeffioient, usucuily rioant to be the nainirtur

rprossure ooovtfioient P-t the oonter of a vortax

induoed. trag of wing-

base olr iaperian logaritlims

acceleration of' [,ravity

K kinetic energy

t Uti energy in the "boundar-y layer" of L .o vortex

slieet ibitween -z anti x

kine-xtia energy of irrotationa]. motion

-1i~ntic umorgy. of rotatiufli n'otion

lift

pressu~re

pressure -at eaj-0 or vorvex core
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PO ressuro at Cete Of vortex Cov

VE1. 1 v Por iessu~re

F~free stvz ,static pressilre

r radial diatanoe In polar' coordillutog

f Iree ztrotxl .. oynoldas r.Lurlber

mxi~d.-span :iieyolds i-iumbav

RP. characteristic Jieynolds nuznbor of vortex siloet

wing area; or areiA ovcr w'Aich i t~grvUlur is

perf orL'iod

t' time

Srakil U. co~rrdnent of velocity'; or x Coniponont of'

velocity

'¾Velocity outaldoa Of *-c:Unda'Y' layer'
I-T tingonitia1 coxipon..nt of velocity; oi- y co:..Tonent

of velocity

Svelocity ooriponont twigont to pathi of intoLgratlon

V free stream velocity
V referonce or £1'oo stroanr ve'4oci-'ty

~Jvelocity 5Iiiucod non'iaJ. to and in Vie pnsian of t' .a

ultimate wake; also specifie wA~igiit

value at w at 2

,X rectangular coora.Lnsto; tilso distaince aloing unit

mr-pan

~,outer position of boiinulng_ stro)wriline in so. i-s.)an

longt-Uhs
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Sinner position ofI boundinZ StoIlearine in senii-spw-n

lengths

+ reotangulaor oordinate; also distance along span

4- particular position along span

o-•oter position of bounuing streoarine

inner position of bounding streamline

Se rectangular coordinate

\ geometric angle of attack 1:easured f"rom zero lift

lino (expresses in radians unless otherwise noted)

< circulatory strerntd- of rectilinear vortex

1 bound circulation

i, mid-apan value of the bound circulation

seemi-thickneso of vortex sheet

displacement thickness

Anozslo pressuxe drop in inches of nercur-,

r dimenuionless distance in boundar-y layer

,. (• energy distribution faotor

k rmenturi thickness, also polar cvordlnrta

,A dynamic viacosity

Skinemtatl viscosity

/p mass density of fluid Ou 1.

C•- avitation indox

r critioal cavitation irnex

t tip cavItation index

critical tip caviutation index

•) stream function

vorticity; also angular velocity
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1.000 Introduction t the 'roblem

A ysyte4 of trailing vortices is asso6iated with

aW finite lifting surface. Ulis syatem reprosents

the disturbancou to the fluid attributable to the lift

produced by the surface. For the hypothetical case of

a pertoot fluid# the systeu im•mdiately behind the

lifting surface is in the form of a vortex sheat. Shis

sheet defines a surface across ,hIch the tangential com-

ponent of the velocity is discontinuous. This vortex

sheet, for the usual case, is unstable and torkda to roll

up into discrete vortices# Although the shee. only

approaches axynptotically the configuration of discrete

vortices, the rate of rolling up of the sloot varies

eonsiderably with the degree and distribution of loading

on the liftine surface.

In an ideal friotionless fluid the loaesaure along

the edge of the vortex sheet and at the center of the

rolled-up vortices attains a value of ninuu infinity.

This follows frozu tle siriple application of jernoulli's

equation. since as will be discussed later# the velocity

becomes infinitely large at ti.ese locations. In a real

fluid, obviously suc' discontauities or singularities

in the velocity cannot exist. hoewever, t-e pressure

along tthe edge of the shaot or in the oonter of the

vortices is consideraluy reduced, even fo- the real fluid,
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Thia problow.i inveztitj~touj ILac-ieiu -Ootii 1;1, rta1y

and *xperliaeataliy,* As that of pýredicting, the, ,rinirdamx

pressuro whiioh existu la a trailin~g vortex systol iLn

a real fluid*

TIUI. 13~l L _i LJrtaiul ill± 001CO~iCt.UIoi : the

dosign of murdino )v1 o)o~lOlav. in1 xiglund of low .-ros-

stira in the trtuilim-, vortex systom of V2.u poivnelor

bladeos, the plaonomanon of' ouvitation w:ill occur' alonever

the pressure is roduocci to the vaPor droarure o•ý the

liquid. Shis plhiflomc~iof is piatti'Od in figure l 1. Ths

cavitattbn is iunu2mirablo since; (12 the effoiainoy of

the pro:?olloz*r my e rac~u:.,ýJ tie OELVit,&ýAon

11roduces consuiraeble aoisa. if 'thei various factors

w.ich ini'luenc,_ tlhe z!.:irlza preesu:.- ewi be, datez 4 ined,,

then some control cuin ba exurcisek! inL the propeller

dosiL~i over t~he ooourrence of the( vortex ot~vitatiwi,

os it is rofarred t,. In hydrodvnoxii~c teir.ino1QI-y*

In order to avoid t.he aulalytioa]. difficulties

inherent with t~he helicolual gucrnotry of a propellor,,

the prosent study is rortrictod to planar liftinG str-

faeoa in an inamuprasaii1. fluidl .*hei results for this

case should be indicative of wiiat one mi4-iýt ex.-)ct for

propellers.". :thr the extel-sion of the mec.!od or

approac'-- to tho ' of aProý)eflor aoes not aplmu~r

unroasonabLc,
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The 1ifricultios in prodioting the minimum pressure

in the traiLing vortex system of a wing bocaue apparent

if ono considers briefly tile bekavior of the systwei, It

night be well to refer to a typioal wing and trailing

vortex system "a deplc~oad !i fi,,ure 2. If a ),rodlotion

of the raiLr.u• priressure along the suctiun A of this figure

twar attertpted ono would -rve to consider thV distribution

of the vmrbleity over the surfacu of the wing* At any

other aeotion,, for exaiple C# t~he vortex &Loot is par-

tially rolled-up. Oven the sootion 3 is distorted from

a plane vortex shiot sines as tVe vortex sheet i£ forming,

the Induced effects of tLVe vorelx system tend to roll up

the sheot at the odZes. From these oonsideraticoRe, the

following, questions ari:e: (I) Owi t•he trailing vortex

systam be considered inaependent uf the iastriLbution of

the ciroulation over the sau-fama of the wL4i0 and (2)

Silold the vortex shoot be treated as nuzn-disLortedo

pWtIall•- rolled-up, or oompletely rolled-up, Thu ideal

solution, of course, would be an exaot solution of the

Iavier-5tokes equations of motion sub~eot to tho bounds"

ondition that the velocity be zero on the surface of the

ving, Suc, a solution appears extaemely unlikely in view

of the non-linoar nature of the Navier-A•o.1:es equation* '

Instead, iri•plifyiug hypo.aeses are oonsidered whioh make

the problem nore tenable&



In attempting an analytieal solution of the problem

the fl''1Owing p"woedur has boen, followed. irst the,

Gas of the 6omplotoly rolled-up vortex shoet is studied,

Rakine's hypothesfi of a solid rotating core is presented

"and oaloulations or the core alsi are given for rootan-

SUlar dolta& and olliptto wings. leoso Oaloulations are

baSed upon the acoepted prooedure of equating the Indu•ed

drag of the wing to the kinetic emery of a unit longth

of the rolled-up vortex system. Using the calculated core

s5LOS predictions are then made of the variation of the

uinimim pressure coefficient with angle of attack and

wing plantoo. oih agreemont botwoon this predicted be-

havlor of the minim,= pressure and the experimental results

4is shodn to be so poor as to question severely the generally

aoespted means of calculating the core size.

J'ith this negative remult, consideration Is given to

the non-distorted vortex shoot. A model of a non-distorted

vortex shiet Is proposed which, in offset, is merely an

extensLon of Rankine's hypothesis to the non-distorted

coa*'iguration. Again by equating the Induced drag of the

wing to the kinetic energy per unit length of the non-dis-

torted vortex shoot, the dimensions of the proposed model

are determinad. In so doing the estimated distribution

of the energy in the sheet is also considered. The mLn-

in= pressures predicted on Cthi basis are shown to be

*Ulser to the experimntal results than the previous pr-o

dietions basod on the completely wMlled-up, sbeet# However,



the" am still serious discrepancies to be explained

and for this reasun, a smi-eMpirleal approach Is developed.

It is reasoned that the thickness of the boundary layer' on

the lower surfaee of the ving at the tip of the trailing

edge Is a moasure of the vortex shooet thickness.* !xprts-

saims are developed for the variation of this thicknesa

with anglo of attaek, aspect ratio# and Reynolds number

for the rectangular and elliptio wings, Thoes expressions

Involve unknown oonstants which are detomined from the

oex-qmntal roesultso



2.000 j .osM &M.almt& ions

niore has boon little w'ork pertomaid in the past an

the problem as such. Numerous investigators have oonsi-

dered the spread and decay of a vortex shootp but these

works have brean for the vortex slieet whioh it forzted

behind blunt bodies in which the lines of vortioity are

nomal to the direction of the main flow, Figure 3 Il-

lustrates this type of sheet, Notable Investigators of

this problem were ?randtl in 192r and Tollmdon in 1926

whose works ar found in references (1) and (2). ,xpori-

mental confirmation of the theorios of ?randtl and

Tol~madtwe"'- reported by ltoe and Johansen in refearencs

(3) In 1923. Briefly$ the problem of the structure of

the vortex shiet was attacked by ?rsndtl and Tollaien

with the methods for analysing turbulentt flow@ The spread

of the sone of the vortiolty was assumed to result from

the transport of the vortisity by turbulent fluctuations,

Since the nature of tVe problem In so dissimilar from the

on. oonsidered here and sinoe the method of attack does

not appear applioabloe nothing further will be said con-

oeining the work of these experimenters. An extensive

bibliography on this subject is given in reference (4).

The first investigation to be performed which appears

MpplMj1*1 to the probleim, as outlined In the Introduction*

is pesontod 1A refoereose (5), In the case of an isolated

vortox, Rankine hypooesisod the so-called "oarbinod" or

"Rankine" vortex in order to oLrouyit tho infinite
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veo4wty at the center. %his idealization consists of an

'ino core thughout which the motion is rotational vith

a secatant value of the vortioity# and an outer region In

vuleh the flow l. irrotational.

Puzthor work with an Isolated vortex was perfomoed

by Lamb# rofero•oo (6)8 in which an irrotational velocity

distribution vas assmwed to exist initially with the xub-

eeoqumt alteration wIth time due to the aetion of via-

oo. ty being obtained frc the analogy of the diffusion

of vertiolty to heat aonduetiono

Also of noteworthiness a•e the results of a recent

artiole by Sproitor and Seeks# reference (7)e In ihio

the ro1llng-up oer the traillng vortex systen was invosti-

gate* The purpose of this irvestigation was to determine

the prper vortex system to be used for downwash oaloula-

tim•s It was found that the rate at which the vortex

heet srolls up depends upon the naniitud and loading

distribution of the wing which i• generating the system•.

YPaUfep, It was found# at least for downwvah acaloulations,

that the rolling-up of the vortox shoot assooiated with

hlh,"oepet ratio wings to of little consequence but that

fOr low-aspeot ratio wings, the sieet may be considered

to be oeMplotely iolled-up into two rectilinear vortioes

within a chord length of the win.

In 1leftmzoe (8) as well as the previous reference (7),

a nothe Is outlined for obtaining the configuration of the

Oewltoely rolled-up vortex system from an•rgy considerations



a&miin two trailing Rancin. vortloon The present

owQk* In addition to a general discussion of the vortex

system, resOJnts and extends the methods or (e) to an

aSsuzad hypoth•tioal Lnodl of a non-distorted vortex

sheet.

1hi•erous other r0.eronces were used in the imvest4-

gation reported harein and tChase will be listed where used,
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3,000 e tisa1 Analysts of the kb1-M

In view of the varying oonfi•nuation of the trailing

vortex sheot in the direction of motion it was decided to

treat the limiting oonditions of P. oamplotely rolled-up

vortex sheet and a non-distorted vortex sheet* It wotld

seem reasonable to assuno that the Sotual oaao lies some-

whe" between these extremes. Aotually the oonfiguration

of a non-distorted Vortex shiet appears more nearly ropro-

sentative of tCe physical •aso sine, the dissapative

action of the visoosity in a real fluid would tend to

destroy the strength of the sheot as It rolls up. however,

considorable insight into the boihvior of the vortex system

san be realized through consideration of the rolled-up

shoet* In addition, a knowledge of the theory of the

rolled-up sheet in necessary to an understanding of the

thoory which is developed for tlhe non-distorted shoet.

3.100 gsut or the I mnU1eteli•a Illed-UD Vortex seet

In diacussing the ease of a oopletoly rolled-up

vore-tx sheet, the problem enoountered are those associated

with a discrete rectilinear vortex. T1he proportios of such

a vortex will therefore be discussed before treatLng the

relle4-up system*

NULO RanUMn Vortex

Te volodity distribution for a vortex in two-dimen-

sional irrotational fluid notion is
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V. r (3ol)

vhere: v 2 tangential velooity

Y circula•tory strengthl of th. vortex

r a radial diatanoe from tVh center of

the vortex

AOoording to this equation the velocity beo~os

LnfWi o at the oontow of the vortex. O6viouslys this Is

Inpossible In a real fluid* The radial variation of the

voloAOty field of a vortex In a roal fluid mast thus be

altered to rem,, this singtuarity.

Asoording to the Rankinae h]•thbeis, it is assumed

that as v ortiolty w # is constant over a Oircular

sore of radius a. Inside the core the motion Is rotational

so that a oomplex potentlUl doee not exist in this rooion,

Hover, a streom fwiotion san be defined both inside and

outside the core* If It U, stipulated that the stroem

fusotin and the volo*ity be oant inuous at the edge of

ho sore then it is shown in eferenee (5) that Rankineos

hypothoesi Is tantamount to assumuot the existence of a

solid sore rotating at an anguJS vel~oliW of -ý , Outside

of this sore pure Lrrtatio•t•t motion existal

The pressure griadent within the core Is

S.=-r - (3,2)



hteSating gives

vhee PO is the pressure'at the senter,

3hi termu of the pressure at the edge of the oore

(3,3)

ubr pa is the pressure at the edge of the core.

41we the motion outside of the core is irrotational, pa

em be obtained by applying kernoulli es equation f*oM a

J.pat at 'Infinity to r e a

P -' P• + - - )-- 2.

U1ereforse

Po= (I - (3.*4)

p_ Is the pressure Wfintoly far from the vortex.

In e"ffient form the pressure at the oenter of

the vortex bee--s P_
cr

0 # o0  (3.5)
"*" ~ ~ wt V'..'l to:, ts referemos V01ooityr.

Substitutirng In the above ersssion the relationship

ef equation (3A) gives

k2 T 0cV"/ (3,6)
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It is of Interent to note that for the Rankine vortex#

the pressuro drop through the reglon of Irrotational

motion is exactly equal to tho drop througi the core,

oFr a Given vortox of 1aiom strengths, the proAlau of

ealoulating the minmzm pressn e for the Rankine rmodel is

equivalent to that of deterhrring the core size* in an

effort to gain some insigt into the variation of the *ore

siseo the following investiSations were oonductedo

3-12C V sionaI AnalvtAs 2f tha 9=r4 3

It eom reasonable to asOmIe that the core sise of

a flel1= vortex would be a function of t'Vie following

quantities:

3 oiroulator7. strengt of thes vortex

m rass-donsity of t.%o fluid

/4A u dynaiac viscosity of the fluid

V a velocity of' the froe streon relative
to the generating surfaee

fte ulmple applioation of the f mdm Ital T- theorem of

di•me•sonal analysis results in the two dimenatonlees IT -

TTZ. •_• (347)

Mwe sLe of the oor. ean thbw be W eessod In the form:

0,=O z (ýF (3*8)V •
Ut Araortant result to obsere is the fonv4tion of a

Reac4U' =m=er shaaaoeriz•lng the vortex notion* n•moly
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-iBofo eontimin further with tLIs -analysis# it

vwould be well to consider a wirr with u ocspletoly rolled-

up vortex syste as show, in ftiwe 1. .'.a the vurtoz sheet

boblad a wing rollas up tho oenter of ti-o v•.ticej a&some

a distance apart -AiYia is zm~ller t.h.an tbhs iŽ span, Mhis

dist•nce, anated on the i•&•-e as 2b', is a Aunction of

the ple,1tw apa•o and spai•.sO distribution of tho loadiag

a$ will be shown later,

f.'m the law of vortex contluaity, an stated by

Heliiolts, the strength of eaoh trailing vortex is clearly

eqal, to the l4d-span value u4 the bduhd ciroultition on

ftvm the Kutta-Jouko-waki theoiNm, the bound circulation

at MW station alo.,a the wir4 is given by.,

i• t C!, V. V(3-9)

whsree C 8 d of the station

Cis the setion lift soeoffisent

V 8 Iwa resultant veloeLty at the section (given

rloo*el7 by the tfre strem volooLty)

&SbfUtSIX (3.9) in (3.8) gives
a=ct Co c° Y') (3.10)

*wher: C19 a sootion Lift coefficient at zxid-m'an

Q% X 6hord of 311d-Spifl station

Or if tO wfreo streez Reynolds n.•bo of the wins is given

(R 3.11)
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th the oxpresvion for the oore radius bee ues finaill I

At thie point the ftunotion* of CloRo would have to

be ftteabniod frow eVoeimem*t. Although the dimensional

ana1ys does not result i a quantitative anawero it

does ninleate a basis for the eorrelation and extension

of the date*

NAP) JAN 'I blution for A flOtiULzia YUMAe Qn A

Rankioas' hypotheuis is merely an artifice whi.h

sppu'Mmate the aetion of a rectilinear vortex in a

viseous f.ud#. In a vtsoom fluid oýviously the vortieity

will not be confined to a United region at the eentoe

of the voet as supposed. Inmtead of the veloclty func-

tLon having a d1oontctiwou .derivative it it natural to

8Oes t that Us fadiai variation of the velocity will be

afti, throvuout the entire flow fi• d*.

Or applying the Havioe-Stokes equations to flow

eomentri. about an wex. lomb shows in referenee (6)

*at# In toei of the vortLeity, w• , the equations of

tuft V•&WO to

St L r2-t th o ont(3.13)

&Ai ras observes that the above equation is identical
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with the equation of radial flow of heat in two dimen-

sions, B7 analogy to the beat transfer oaso, the solu-

tion is gvei aS: r •

LLj,=- e 4t
4 TTL'

The velocity distribution is then found as:

"e"4-,Y .") (31134)
2. TT r"

Observe that for the steady easeo whe-e the

"5aUtp~i= few CA-) is:

Sineo the vortioity is to vanish at a distance Infinitely

far remved from the center of the eiroulw a motion, it

follows that for the stoady case

U) oonstant

Rankine's hypothesis Is thmsp in offeotj two distinct

Solutiens If the equations of notion for the two regions

SunsIe and outside of the aoroe In crossing the boundary

of the sore5 the hypothesis vLolat' the oquatioros of

wtion sitwe WU vanishes disoontinuously from s•me finite

valuoe

RatmMing to the oxpVessien (3•14) which mn•b derives

for the velo•Oty distribution of a vortex in a visejum fluid,,

1 ~ 1% is I to be notiead, that when * O C, the velocity Cistri-

bidlon is identical to that for a vortex In irrotational

notion* Thus equation (3.14) represents the alteration
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to the rrotational. mtion with time as effeoted by

the diffusion of the vortiaoty due to viseous action*

The press•re at the oonter of the rotational motion

described by (3.14) can be obtained an

f d rL

-p rt7- C- •t ,
0

or In soefricient foton___

'0

The definite integral in the above equation In evaluated

in the appendix where it Is hown that:

j ~dX = k.Io

The expwssion for the uinizm pressure coefficient

Ioc• z! )
Cp-

On the basis of the sparse data thioh is availableg

the veloeity distributiong an given b-! (3.14) aý,osears to

UserLbe the variation of the induced velocity behind a

ving satisfactorily even though the initial conditions

at t x e for (3*34) are unreal. Flew*o 5 is a oomnoiarlson

of equation (JL14) with upiwash measiu•ments obtained from

roffeata. (9). !beoe mneasur~e~nts wero taken two ohord,

2.olths belhnd and outboard of a wing with a rectangular
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plantom with an aspect ratio of six. For comparison

purposes arbitrary values of r and t were selected

to give the best fit to the data* Tho data was insu1m-

flolent to choose a vYau* of Y and no rational means

of selosting t appears satisfactory duo to the unoor-

ai1t7 of the Initial oonditions,.

As a tost of the validity of Rankine's hypotbesis

tho miniua pressure coeffioient for the exaot solution

wiill be ompared to that whiso is obtained from the

Rankcia vortex taking the radius of the core to equal

the radius at whioh the minim velocity .ocurs In (3.14).

i0 find this radius8 the dorivativ, of (3.14) with respect

to r Is ot equal to serao

- / /•IA

2

ii r?\

If then the above equation becomes
t

Ow solution of tho above equIation Lis X a 1.26 frran whoes~o

t ) (3.16)

i/the aOve relationship is substituted In expression

(3.1)s the minimm pressure soeffisiont for the oxaet

solution In teo~ of rv,, bosom"

C -. + 367

P ýTT r
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The magnitude of this expression is seen to be

approximately 110 less than that which was obtained

for the Ranktne iortex as given by equation (3.6). u

this basis theaeoroe the ankine hypothesis would ap-

pear to be a suitable representation of the rolled-up

vortex systmmo

"33.40 .•el ot the CoV e 2 adIus of th eM TwailiG

Vortlaes ot-m gonsiderationa of Induged QMaR

and Kintio &anr

The kinetic energy of the trailing vortex system

is a manifestation of the power required to overcome

the Induced drag of the wing. That the kinetic energy

per mit. length is equal in magnitude to the Induced

drag ga be obown in the following somewhat intuitive

jamsr. Cnasider, the wing having moved a unit distance

during which time conditions were stoedye In the absence

of any viscous drag, the work required to move the wing

this ditames a•n only be that required to overcomo the

induced drag given by I)i x (1)# Di being tie indu od

drgp. During this time, a length of the trailing vortex

system is gonrated equal to the distance moved by the

wing. Th kinetic energy of the tr&alng vortex systse

is Lnereased by the product of the distance moved and theo

kinotic energy per unit length of the vortex System. Sines,

no agent is present for the dissipation of the work required

to my the wing, it follows that the level of the kinetic
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energy of the vortex system imast Increase by an amount

equal to the 0xpond.4 work, Thus it follows that

who" K 2 kinetic energy of the trailing vortex system

per unit length

012 Induced drag of the wing

A mor* elegant proof of this relationship is given later

in the ecurse of a theoretioal development,

Consider the wing syatqm as shown In figure 4o sup-

pose a pllahe is passed through the trailing vortex system.

This plans Is located far enough aft so that the vortex

sheet has essentially rolled up into two discrete vortigos

s shown The two-dimensional flow on this transverse

plane will be that due to two vortices a distance of 2b'

apart with strengths of opposite sense,

AeoorwIf to Haniineoa hypothsla, each vortex will

sonsist of an Inner circular region of radius "a" over

which the vortitity is concentrated and constant (a

solid rotating oore) and outside of wbich the flow Is

irrotationaol Oeo induced transverse flow will appear

as in figure 6.

To calculate the kinetic energy of the oysterc.

shown in figure 60 the kinetic energy of the fluid outside

of the rotating cores will be calculated se•rately from

that of the eores* It is a well known theoren of fluid
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uoehsnloo that the kinetic onergy .of the two-dixonsional*

Lrrotsatlo4 "mtion within the Olosed -oxir 0 is given by

K =

where v a ts the velocity oomponent tangent to. the path

of Intoepation so and y is the value of the stream

function on so It will now be sthown that for the system

of figure 6- the kinetic energy of the irrotational

portien of bhe flow is given by

fv Im y ,;sd s (3920)

C.
For a vortex-with a core of radiun "a" situAted

at the origin having a strength 5 0 the stream Auotion

is: - ( ~Z )2S= - '6' o X ...

Thus the stream fnmotion for the combined flow as piotured

In figwe 6 Is

Te .above equation can be reduced to the followinS

express ions; x6i

j4 (3.21)

(x b) Z*- 1z
.I t (fC-b,)z+- j2. i1 set equal to a constant it will

be sooen that the streamlines are circles of radius r
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smftered on the x axis at distance* of -J-b

frao the owigine

Now consider the contribution to the aontour

Integral along the circle of radius H.

fR0
As B appoaeshes the limit infinity either x and/or y

approach the sa m limit with the result that Y vanishes

at infinity* FUrther upon examination of the contribution

of either vortex it oan easily be aeon that v* approach*& -

"rZo an fast as ThusI, S C>
with equation (3.20) being proved.

fhe sontour integration Is thus redue~d to the path

as Inde•eted in figureo 7 The symetzy of the problem

alloys %p to oalsulato the total contribution as twioe

the ooetribution of the integral about one of the cores,

Owsiwde the core on tho right as pictured in 1igure 8.

Since the surface of the flow io a stroamlinel, the

velue of Y4- ts onstant along Its oontour. The expres-

*Ion fer the kinetic seW outosde of the core then

(3(2

At the boundary of the oore x anu y are given by
(- Cx - bIZ..ca•) 2 �2 . a2
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W)X-b + 2- A2 xa -6')

Theme relationships re'. inserted into equation

(3021) to obtain the valueof r r eho result is a

oonstant given by

.•.Io6
-(3.23)

The losed line Integral of the tangential

volooit7 about the core of the vortex is of oours.s

&lImly the meamsur of the vortex strength and is equal

to 6- , Thus the kinetic enorgy outside of the cores

is given by:

.ki f 1 09 (3*2I4)

The kinetic energy inside the rotating cores can be

ezivseed as 2 a C;

Kr=? Ffr( k,.) r) rd d J

am.. at g 5as C•)•L= It follows that

Kr R " TT" - (3,25)

The kinetic energy per unit length of the Tortex

iS dotwnod finally as

k+ z Ib'2+i-A.z (3.26)
9-T
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This ox.)ro)85i.:n 13 e.uateoi tu tiv~ r.C:.cod dr- ., xd

the rosulting oxpresslon 3olvod fox- "a'.

I + E j:;-(4 IT r),' J

""-I (3o27)

Mhe atrength of each vortex, according to the law

of vortex co At, # is eual to the bound circulation

of the wing at mid-span den~tod by J. 3 08ee Figure 1

FUrhep

where a. rld-epwa ahor4
Clow mid- spar sootiLou lift ooaffioient

Also a

where: s 2 wing *r a

C0.10 induced drag coeffioient

Thus: 4 1)' 4IT TL -. U

The distance between the two rolled-up vortieos 2b'

is determined from the stipulation that the. lift Impulse

must be preserved throughout the rolling-up proooss; t.us:

2'= " (6.28)
/v r, (;o.O



The aepoet ratio o' a wing is defined by:
(•b)z

(J~) (3.29)

Thus with the aid of the above equations, the expression

for the induced drag can be written as,

•p •" ý- TT,• ý k i

Uprossion '(3.27) becomes finally

( _ b( -" b

-~ ~~ - .... (a) (3.30)

C -

a very lose approximation is obtained.

C'i 4- ' ,(3.30)I- (•b)

b
Soequations (3,29) and (3.30) the quantity

oan be written as:
_.> / LL )
t

Thus with the above equations It should be possible

to determine the coreo siz of the trailing vortex for
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SAW Wing for Vhish the lift and induced drag chsracter-

setiOe are calculable*

ohe proeoding developments were outlined briefly

by Spreiter and Sacs in reference (7) The procedure

fol2lowed there however was carried through In toems of

the veloOLty potential instead of the stream functions

Ar expression for the kLnetic energy of the vortex system

ws obetaind eonparablo to the expresoion (3.24) derived

he"e* The form; of the expression Involved the core

radius in a nabh weo oseplicated manner than does (3.24d.

se that It was only after oonsidorablo manipulation that

-ho two expressions were shown to be equivalents Because

of the complexit7 of the expression for the kinetic energy

derived by Sproitor and Saks, it was necessary fOr them

to make the simplifying assuption that ? I

Sn order to solve for the sore radius* In the present

anware,*# no such slmplifioation was necossary with the

exact solution (3e30a) being obtained for the core radius.

A wmish closer approximation to the exact solution than

that in reference (7) Is given by equation (3.30b)o

The results of the preceding theory for the rolled-up

vortex will now be applied to three families of wings

havit veotangul"s delta, and elliptie planformso For

Ub. retanvuar planforms, a comparison of Spreoter and

ftekso approximation Is made with the expression (3.30).
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3.141 R221MAntlar 11antOrz!

For a wing having a rectangular planform

so that

t

* L \ ,,

The variation of and
d as calculated by Falimer in reference (10)d "

in shown in fieure 9. Using theme values, the graph of

versus /) of figure 10 was obtained. A

comparison with the results of reference 6 is also given

in this figvee where it can be seen that the present

values are appreciably greater tihan those of the reference.

3.142 Doltg elonforM

•The aspect ratio of a delta wing is n K I-

Thus:t

L)..

The substitution for into (330a) gives:

S,-- (-1 oT, -k
A CL Ih

T- (3.32)

- .-\ ° - _
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( The variation of - and
-CL for delta wings as a function of aspeot ratio

were estimated from the results of references 108 11

and 16 and are given in Figure 11. Using these Qatag

the variation of with aspect ratio was obtained and

Is presented in figure 12.

3.143 ol1lirtio ,l•anfog'

The elliptic planform has an as.)ect ratio given by:

Trr
The characteristics of an elliptic wing are:

iL

Thus is a constant for all aspect ratios.

L) (3o33)

Observe that the core radius increasos with increasing

aspoot ratio for delta wings, is constant for elliptic

wings, and deoreases with inoreasing aspect ratio for

rectangular wings.

30150 Jg4OAt.R0 of ianiU P.ressure Coefficient. for

RootgAMAX. Dolta and Ulliytic '1inns o-n the iBasis

oh a xporled-Ui Vortex ihuet

( ThOeoxpression for the minimum pressure coefficient
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at the center of u Rankire vortox lhas booon derivod

earlier as equation (3.6). In addition, it has been

shown that the strength of each vortex in equal to the

aiLd-pan value of the bound circulation as determined

froz equation (3.9.* Yurther, the soction lift coof-

fioient at the mid-spai oan be obtained from

S - - - (3.34)

where A is the absolute anglo of attack of the wing.

If the prooedinz results are substituted in the

equation (3.6)' for the minimum pressure coefficient, th,,,en

the result can be written as

The term in the braokets is a function of the as sot

ratio and the planfors. For the uxample planforms con-

sidered here, this term oun be calculated wit> the aid

of the relationshi8s just prosonted, jbOervo tlut the

above result predicts that the minirmum pressure coefficient

should vary directly an the square of the aasolute angle

of attacl:. The prediol;ed variation of - - with

aspeot ratio for the rtictangular, delta, and elliptic

planforms is prosented in graphical form in figrurO 13.

The elliptical case is shown extrapolated for aspect ratio

less than four since V.fting line results will not be

valid in this region.
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SWithout going into a description of the *eperliiental

investigation and its results at this point, let it suf-

floe to say that the results for this oase of the com-

pletely rolled-up vortex Cheat are in oonsiderable dis-

agreement with what is foeund experinontally. :%t only

is the measure& variation of the minimum pressure coef-

fioiont with the angle of attack found to be nearly

linear but also, the magnitudes of tlhe rdnimimu preocure

coefficients are measured to be much larger than pre-

dicted on the basis of the rollod-up sheet. Fbr example,

from fiaure 13 ona would predict a ruct&n~ular wing with

an aspect ratio of £oui to produce a r•nimunn pressure

coefflcient of -. 0314 at an axigle of uttaok of 60. This

value is considerably smaller in mgriitudo tian tlhe value

of -1.2 found experimentally as shown in figure (41).

For the rectL.ngular wings in particular, the location of

the rni=a pressure at the hihe~r angles of attack was

several chord lengths downstream of the wing where,

according to the r'Jsults of reference (7), the vortex

sleot would be essentially rolled-up. Therefore the fact

that the predicted mini•a pressure Is not in accord with

the expertmental results indicates a fundamental fLult in

calculating the vortex core size in this manner.

3.200 ,,n-.astorted Vortex 2xegot

A vortex sheet in in effect a continuous distribution

of vortex filaments. The concopt of a vortex soeot in
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potential motion can be arrived at by consideration of

figure 14. 3upponO in each livialon of length ' on

a side# a two dimonsional vortex of tstrngth exists,

w4ow if A Is decreased to the limit zero while tCe

strength and nunber of tho vortioes is increased propor-

tional to - * then a vortex shoot is obtained.

The strength of a vortex sheet is measured by the

circulation around a unit length of the sheet in the

direction normal to the axes of the vortices. If v1

is the velocity tangent to the sheet at the upper sur-

race and v2 ia the velooity tangent at the lower surface

as shown in the figure, then the strength of the shoot

would be simply (v1 - v2)*(1). From the syimetry of

the motion it follows that -v 2 a V1 so that :r- -' 1

To state the result in a slightly different way, it can

be said that the velocity immediately adjacent and tan-

gent to a vortex sheet at a given location is ecual in

magnitude to one half of the strength of the sheet at

that location.

Scene observations will now be made concerning the

velooity induced normal to the plane of a vortex shoot

such as trails from a wing. It will be aasaued that the

vortex sheet is non-distorted and lius in a pla.ne. In

addition the sheet will be considered far enough aft of

the wing so that th. flow oan be treated as two-dimensional.
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If rK 1) ia the distribution of the bound circu-

lation at the wing, then it follows fror vortex contin-

uity that the strength of the trailing vortex sheet is

0- The velocity induced normal to the sheet

and In the plane of the sheet at the looastion yo is given

by the integral expression:

1) j (3.36)

The very important result is proven in the appendix

that w(yo) is bounded except at 1,4= k .* lherefore,
.30C

the conolusion follows that not only does the minim=u

pressure oOcu at the edge of the sheet but further, that

only in this region is the reduction in pressure of any

consequenoe* It should be noted that a special case of

the distribution of bound circulation exists which does

not produce infinite velocities at the edge. This is

for the case where the gradient of the bound circulation

vanishes at the tips.

izoept 1for this special case, one wjuld expect the

induced velocitlos at the edge of the trailing vortex

shoot to be severely altered by the action of viscosity.

3.210 Froxosed Model of a 1on- q=stojrtd Vortex .hoet

A hypothetical model of a non-distorted trailing

vortex shoot is proposed which avoids the infinite

induced velooities associated with the vortex sheet in
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purely potential motion. The model is a natural exten-

sLon of Rankine's hypothesis for a rectilinear vortex.

,Goneider the typical wing with Its assooated trailing

vortex Oystem as shown in figure 2. The vortex shoot which

is shed aft of the wing is unstable and tends to roll up

into two discrete vortices, The rolling-up process is an

asytotio one but for purposes of calculating the induced

velocities at the wing, the sheet can often be considered

to be completely rolled up within a chord length or two

behind the wing; depending upon the aspect ratio, type of

planforrms and lift coefficient of the wing. lhe behavior

of the vortex system in the so-called "ultimate wake" has

been discussed previously. It should be emphasized that

although the existence of a region of rotational motion

is supposed, the fluid is assumed perfect for, in oal-

cuIating the kinetic energy of the system of two recti-

linear vortices, the dissipative action of viscosity is

ignored. Simila.ly, a perfect fluid will be asauned in

this analysis. Consider the notion in a transverse plane

aft of the wing as shown in figure 15 where the vortex

sheet is essentially non-distorted.

If the motion were entirely potential, then the

vortex shoot represents a surface trough which the tan-

gontial component of the volocity is discontinuous. The

direction of the tangential volocity at the surface of

the sheet is as shown in the figure. The magnitude of
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( the velocity is equal to dL on the left half

f the wing and- - on the right half. Fr

the usual wing, the magnitude of Is zero

at the mid-span, increases slightly outboard and in the

near vicinity of the wing tip becomes quite large ap-

prosohing Infinity at the tip. In a real fluid where

viscosity is allowed to act, the tangential velocity

of course is continuous so that the sheet can be thought

of as having a thickness, not dissimilar from the thick-

ness of a boundary layer. The thickness of the region

In which viscosity predominately changes the irrotational

form of the vortex notion is probably of the order of the

boundary layer thickness.

1Near the center of the sheet, the tangential velocity

is small with the energy of that fluid affected by via-

oosity being concentrated towards the tips. For the fol-

lowing development it will be assumed initially that tho

rotational motion with its energy Is confined entirely

within a region defined by a streamline of the potential

flow. This hypothetical model of the vortex sheet is

shown as proposed in figure 16. ubviously the vortiaity

*armot be assumed to have a constant value within this

reion# as is the ease for Rankine's model of a rectilinear

vortex, since the strength of the vortex sheet varies in

the y direction. In the next section, the distribution of
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sidorod with the subsequent modifioation of the relation-

ships derived in this section,

3o220 altoulatIon of Ilodel DLBAejnons

The method of approach will be the saeo as wus taken

in the oase of the completely rolled-up vortex shoot.

That lot the kinetic energy per unit lengthi of the pro-

posed model system will be equated to the Induced drag

Of the wing In order to find the value of the streamline

which bounds the region of rotational motion. Immediately

the question arises as to how to caloulate the kinetio

enorgy of the rotational motion within the bounding stream-

lime. The energy outside of the stroemlinO can be oalcu-

latod by the mothod followed in the ca•e of the completely

rolled-up sboot but the distribution of the velocity in

the rotational portion is not so easily calculable. Fortu-

mateoly there is a way around this difficulty. INron thoug

the existence of a region of rotation in the fluid is

beiag allowed It has merely boon assumed to exist with no

stipulation as to how it originated. Thus if this model

is allowed to roll. up into the system of the two discrete

vortices each having an inner oore containing the vortlctyp

the fluid within the boundaries of the region of vortility

for the model of the vortex shoot will then be within the

cores of the trailing rectilinear vortioeo. Now since it

•,, % ,
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is. asmumd that there is no agent present for the dissi-

pation or energy, it follows that the energy of thb fluid

outside of, the vortex cores is equal to the kinetic energy

of the fluid outside of the streawlinee oon.fining the

vortoiity in the modol of tho vortex sheet.

The kinetic energy pui unit length of the irrotational

portion of the model vortex sheet is evaluuted by use of

the expression previously derived and repeated here.

gK .~ (3-37)-: - - )*

The path of integration to be eonsidered Ls indicated

in figue 17. The kinetic energy of the )otential flow

will equal the limit, a approaces zero, of expres-

sLou (3o37) evaluated about the path indicated.

Consider first the integral about the outer paths.

These paths are ohosen so that 1' is constant along

them. Fro the symetry of the problem it is evident that

the stream function and ýr, along thie left hand path are

both the negative of the corresponding quantities on the

right hand path, Thus for the outer paths, equation (3.37)

bosomss

Outer

'herie the eontour is taken an the outer path on the right

sidis of fi'gre 17, But the closed libo integral of

iabout this path Is simply the value of the bound circulation
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a-, the location where the path outs the vortex ashoot.

I lis value is never larger than , £ t.orofore, 1.t follows

i at

'1o01 Yf/ is ta-:on to be zero along the dividing

streamlino as suowa in the figure. 7hus for any other

st-eLmlflne, say at 7= as piotured then

where v(y) is the velocity induced normal to the sheet

as before. Let ,'(• ) be the least u per bound of w(y)

in the interval This exi3ts fror tlo proof eivon

in the appendix that w(y) is finite exoept at the edges

of the sheet. It followe then from; an ele.rontary into-

gral theorem that

It can thus be stated that

j •ioo I,. -

From thWe it can be seen that as e ap)roaohes zero the

contribution to equation (3.37) along the outer paths

vanish. Theorfore the path of Integration reduces to that

shown in figure 18.

The problem then is that of evaluating equation (3.37)

along the path indicated. As an aid in describing the
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pWodOU•I0 positions in figure 15 along the path of

integration have boon numbered, Thus

M L 0" d, r d_ ~

Along the path 1-2-3 the stream funotion is a constant,

Let the value of this stream function be denoted by*t' v j

Then the first integral becomes

but J K> d is the value of the bound ciroulation at

the position 1 (or 3). If this value Is denoted as

[1 (_ •l ~ then the first Integral becomes finally:

I

The tangential velocity from 3 to 4. i - -

Thus since da dy the second integral can be written as:

-- A ] -

The tangential velocity from 4-.to 5 in the direction

indicated Is also d , The third integral is thus:

=- '- ) ,.

S(
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Along the path 5-6-7 the stream fwnotion is oonstant.

It this Is denoted b7 y (jA) then the fourth integral Ist

L 1 j;

BIut in the direction indicated on the figure • K d

is the nogativo of the value of bound ciroulation at ,

say F

The fourth integral is then:

In like monner the fifth integral is; sinae do -dy:

and the last integral in:

But 12 2 -16 and 13 -I. Thus

[= - t't-'•')iM-'t- / + ,i'. 1"-' ' *' j•

i di '(',) - ,- , ) '-. 7 - j. -;j l

FP' the sawzetry of the problem

i' -- - •' 5

di 't ' l1 •

I't, J
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The siawsslon for I *an then be written as

C $ons de the inte~gral in th above oxprossion3

J

Mw• if w(y) denotes the Induood velocity in the

definit ion oif the strpmb function

S.... = - j 5•
a'(Jj

T e•efia expressi on f ort theo kine tic enorg for to

etantion moton outside of the streamlne which unttr-

seets the Y-ax:is at Y4 in simply

K,=j 'V j9 ~),, JJ• . (3.338)

Wi epreoseion allows of a simple physical inter-

pietationo Since w(y) is the downwasl in the ultimate

vake# the dowvwash at the plane of the wing will be

S l•)e outta-Joukowskl IAw states that

( F j [
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where:t F a rorou 'vector

V a velooity vector

r z ciroulation vector

Applying the Kutta-Joukowiki Law. the InLuoed drag

on a differential length of wing, dy. Is given by

Thus expression (3.38) can be seon to be equal to the

induced drag contributed by that portion of the wing be-

tweoon- y and y., If y" is allowed to approaeh bp then

this constitutes a proof that the kinetic energy per unit

length of the vortex system is equal to the lnduood drag.

Now the kinetic energy of the -rrotational otion

outside the cores of the iodol of the omnpletely rollod-up

vortex shoot can be expressed an the differeone between

the induood drag and the kinetic energy within the oores.

This oiwoumvents the nooossity of calculating the core

radius since the kinetic onorgy in the cores was shown to

depend may upon the strength of the vortices, This energy

was developed earlier as:

,r I

Thus:

L J

41
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( 3pating (3.38) to the above gives finally the Integral

relationship for y7:

L% (L339)
• 0

the above equation oould also be written as

.' 4j I-T (3.140)

Per a given distribution of bound olroulation* it

I mw possible to determine the region in vhioh the rota-

tienal flow is assumod to be oonfinedo The expression for

the dowuvash wvL given previously as

Lý, (3,41)

The stream fncation for a vortex In irrotational

noti•n at the origin is:

lOb th• l•"-teoz *entered at y the steeom funetion at yo

lnsthe line a 0 wore jo i:

Tho stren funotion outside of the vortex shoot is found

fr(m

J

(

I
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The prooodure. then in to caloulate w(y) given

r •(A). Then by application of (3.39) or (3.40) the

value of y* can be found. 7Ihe value of • . •, is then

cOleuAted frOIS•L'I

J

But this streamline for .wioh the stream function has the

value Y ( S*) is also the streamline defining the outer

extremity of the rotational flow. ktI*k is thus equated

to (3.42) In order to find • the location of the

•edge of the region of the rotational flow. The velocity

at this point Is then determined from (3o51)o

,.3,230 mdltfi•UM gA t2 tate stributon of --AM=
in theo Vortep 3hiot

8ia.e the growth of the region in the vortex sheet

In whiah viscous foroes predominate does not necessarily

teaO the streaml$.neo of the potential flow patterns, the

artifie. of aesuming the rotational motion to be confined

withina streamline =aut be modified in order to be appli-

c3b*le. Conjsetuwo must be made as to the shape of the

astu&, deet. Allowing for the action of viscosity

hvp I hw its breadth, the stroamlis, pateorn of a typical

tUillm vortex shoet will appea as shown in f1iuro 19.

The 4aai e inws ig horisontally indicate the region

Ie*ee to the plonw of the shoot in which the viscous forces

I 44
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Predominalte. For the sake of description, this region

is Shown considerably thicker than It aotual~y ý.s. Also

Indicatd, by dashed lines are the Positions Of ý;ho stream-

liesS Of the irrotational motion before acted upon by

viscosity,

Nov Of course what if actually desired in figure 19

in the value of the streamline Y, *which outlines

aPPVoximately the rotational flow around the edge of the

sheet * However# since the energy of the core of the

welled-up vortex Includes the energy of rotational motion

both Inside and outside of \4), *it follows that by the

proseeduwe as outlined# a value of the streamline will be

obtained which menloses the streamline '4" *In order

to obtain the value of ~+, *the energy of the irrotational

notin siust be taken as equal to the sun of the energy or the

actual Iwrotational notion as obtained from the rolled-up

shoet and the energy of the rotatioal, motlon outside of

*Thus It Is to be expected that lower values of

th~e w~nInau pressures will be obtained In practice than

are predicted here., On the other hand it would aeom reason-

able to expect that predtictions based on the bounding stream-

lb. would be qualitatively indicative of the results ob-

talmed from ']V, * The experimental results to be discussed

laters n1Wcate, however that the energy or the inner region

*soont be nleeoted if quantitative predictions are to be



or an Insight into the behavior or the inner region

of this shoot application will be made of the FOArAn

mamentum integral equation, given in reference (13). for

the boundary layer. It is realised# In view of the tUr-

bulent nature of the flow behind a wing, that the results

of such analysis will only be qualitatively indicative or

the actual ease.

Consider a portion of the vortex shoot as shown in

figure 20. Along the outer edge of the "boundary la "

the velocity will be denoted as Dar * i b a vortex shoot

of constant strength and infinite extento the velocity

indueed tangent to the shoot is constant afty from the

shoot and Is equal to one half the strength of the shoot.

Thul, if the thiokness of the shoot pictured in figure 19

is mall as compared to its •readtth and if the spwwiso gra-

diect of the strength of the shoot is not too groat, then

in view of the Infinite shoot the apprzoximation appears

Justifiable that the velocity k-k ,i equal to one half

tho strength of the sheet, Zuoh an approximation should

hold eouept in the region of the edge of the sheoot The

thiciknaess of the layer will be denoted by A as indicated

on the figure. The general velocity distribution through

the lyer •ill be denoted as u. If x is the direotion

mal the sheet in the direction of the velooty and y is



() the outwa d4roetlon noxml to the shoot, tUn tho
wuamontm equation states

-- ,

d~mensionloes id respoot to th saozi-breadth ofte

shoot,b~r a~ell volooS~ties vith rospect to the roforenceVOlOOlt; -- and i.f Nhe ;t )s aseum ed thattthe

f lor t d tlaonoct• d ttabutionv xp-•es sis nopoemdnt

seot x* the equation (3l.14) citn bo writton as

• ,,• - -" . (3.4k;)

of xg the eqain(94 a'witna

I)A
Ix

A

t .
C .it



(L and all lengthe and the veloolty L, a"e dimnsionles

as previously proscribed* Sines the strength of the

#hoot# and thus U,. , is known, the equation (3.*45)

is of the form
"-- "t 1 kX) (A

This is a ooaon linear differential equation& the

solution of whioh ins givon in olosed form as

JA -K> (3-'47)

I boeag the constant of integration. h*e funotions ?

and Q can be seen to be

The function ftC sh) ould be aboson so that f(l) 2 1

and Its derivative at the oft* of tho layer is .oqual to

that of th ir-rotationl fl• 'ow. SinceO thil+-Priv~ative,

varies• along tho, shoots for purposes of qualit•ative anmlysis,,

th fImaionII wll• be slecOted on the 1se41 ba1s1 is asor u1ni.

f 0m5 flo ovr a flat plats, Ths discrepancy in the

deri~vativeo •udd not; seriously alter the results of the

snamlyoio tno for an infinite vortex shoot of oonst-ont

++~

S,:;'. ,T+ & ,



strenth UhIs would be ezaetly the a~se. If f PI )Is

then Oishbn of the form &I)=9 t-V 2 to satisfy

0 J~(1) =I then the final

function~ beosoes:

Ntr this distribution E

Thus equation (3.,55 oan be written as

A~- (3.149)

oa,

or

The total kinetio energy per unit length of the

vortex &heet in the boundary layer ot the sheet between

-it and x sam be found a

Li (3.50)

In. tevas of the diimsnsionleas quantities previously

enployed# this sam be rewritten as
(A
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$mSe of the uncertainties involved in this develop-

mant vUIi be eirusivenned now byv In efeoota nonmalisLng

the pvroble. That Is# the s63WoebioU (.3?1) will be used
enly to eatimate the distribution of the energy In the

rotational motion of the vortex systen. Por this purpose

a futror 0 ) Is defined by

(3-52)

WMee " i obtoained MM equation (3.49)
t o fid the energy of the rotational notion between

a sW -xa . the energy between x e I and -1 Is multiplied

b (1. Thus equations (3.39) an (3140) will give

mo" 2losely the inner .ooation of the streamline 4', *

II
V In figure 19 if they are modified to read

p -.tlujc,_ _1 pi K- (.•)0 IT (3,53)~-

• feo question now wiloss to bow to deterie

I peneure drop through the region of rotatiaml flow. In

o~51 to determine this dropp the distribution of the

""Ieity in the region of rotation not be known. Singo

(;
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(j) the steady model or the vortex shoot, as in the ease of

Rankino's model of a vortex is a violation of the equa-

tions of viscous motion (in a viscous fluids the vor-s

ticity was shown to be a rtmction or time) a contimnous

solution or the equation of motion cannot be expected.

However, the equations of motion can be considered for

the region of rotation distinct fr.o.r the irrotational

flow with ounditions at the boundary being ignored. If

the streamlines for I I > In the rotational motion of

the shoot are assxzOd to Lie on cirOle concentric about

the edge of the sheot, then# as in the case of the vortex

oore, the v component of the velocity would be given

closely by (, r . lrom consideration of the equations of

motion# this assumption appears valid, at least for small

values of re At the boundary of the region the velocity

14 to be continuous and equal to the velocity of the irro-

tational motion at that point*

Under these oonditions the pressure drop through the

region of vortioity will equal the drop through the region

of irrotational flow. Thus is e equals the velocity at

(), •) then the minimm pressure ooefficoent ror the model

6f the vortex shoot will be given by

-j(3*5)
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( ~3.2140 M~edition of ILinnM ftssem~ 92=612Uen Mta

the IMIipti. o1.fl an the Bass 2L -Q2 Zropuoaed

MASel of a aln-icsortld Vortex &e2t

To the approximation of a lilting line, the elliptio

distribution in readily applicable to the theory just do-

veloped for the non-distorted sheet, For an elliptic wing
the distribution of bound oirculation is

[ ~, (3-56)

If this distribution of ciroulation is substituted into

equation (3.41) for the downwash velocityg then it will

be found that
L (a)

(3.571

. "(b)

Mhe Indooed drag for this case is caloulated as:

(3-58)

while the mid-span value of the oiroulation is related

to the wing lift coefficient by

- I (3.59)

i (io
A'keL

I ° . ,



?ft this partioular os it is eoumbat easier to use

eWrohion (364) for determiinng y** Itf (3•59) is sub-

stitutod into expression (3.54) thon the result reduces to

-,4

Thore Aunftien

eoquation (3.,9) w.th• • given bA

Ta h ubject to th condition that f by in ra boundedi
A

The solution to equation (3961) will then be found as

Th stroam function at yt can be found easily by

Intega'ting the conetant valu, of the downwash from 0 to y

-_ (• - (3.62)

If the 1 distribution given by (3.56) is sub-

stitate Into expross ion (3.42) for the stream funotion

for y b, then upon Integrating the resulting equation

I I
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j C it will be found that

S./

Squating the above to "+' t J' gives

Sj i~~r l.c,(3.64)

This then It the outer limit of the region of ro-

tational notion for an'elliptio wing. %he downwash

velocity at this looction can be found from (3.57b) as

(3-65)

The minium= pressure oefficient for this case by

virtue of expressions (3,55) and (3,65) is

/ , k" ((3.66)

* this expression has been evaluated for the elliptic

vings of spoet ratios 4o 7T, and 10.2 with the results

siven In figure (21), IPr omparison purposes# the oxper-

imens. data obtatned for these wings are, also izoludod.

Although the agreeuent is considerably better than for the

ease of the rolled-up vortex sleoet thero are still approc-

1b0e diffesmes between the predicted and experimental

results Is obvious from the figure.
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pressure the following calculations were pefftowido As-

sume the velocity in the core to be given by

C, r- + C - (3.)7)

This is the form of the voloolty which is indicated

by the first tvo toezu in the expansion of Iambs solution

for small values of the radius C I and C2 are constants

to be determined from the oontinuity of the velocity and

Its derLiative at the edge of the core with the velocity

of the irrotational motion outside of the core.

Without going Into the details or these calculations#

the expression for the velocity becomes

S-- (< 1 (3,68)

The pressure drop through the core for this velocity dis-

tribution can be calculated as

"_ ' (3.69)

The inotio energy per unit length or the fluid motion

wLthin the core would be

K - . .(3.70)

If this expression for the kinetio energy of the core

is used in place of expression (1,15) then the expression

for the eore radius (3.30a) will read

t. LAI a • ".. .. i't -- . a• ! .1 -

("~b 

ýr n k 
--.. 

Lý ";k



(' (I the 0lliptLo wing is considered# the c .ramadius

Is fouao to be a a o2695 b, The minirmsa pressure ooo1-

ficient, io prodiots4 to be:
L.L

A (3.71)

The ininva pressure coefficient for the elliptic wing

assuming a linear variation of the velocity in the core ls:

/4/

Thus It ean be seen that even though two oxtrenely

ditteat tomeo of the velocity "distributlion in the core

were ammeods the oon•iderations of kinetic energy deter-

SaLvied a value of the core radius in each case so as to

produse predicted minimum pressures which vary only

sltIhtly from one another.

Atteupts to improve upon the results of the theory

of tWo non-distortod vortex sheet have not proven fruitful*

Althoug the treatment based mainly on the relationship

be~om the ind&oed drag of the wing aw the kinetic

6emWP of the vortex shoot neglects any offset on the

var sheeoot of the bouna•ry layer developed on the wing

oe Ohw ofoot of the turbulence generated by the wing# it

Lz diffleult U see hew those san be aocounted for thoorot-

jLa1•y Zt was mentioned earlier 0tat a solution of the

Nwt-tokoes equations satisfying the boundary oonditions
,A

,•I
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Vt1ebh the wing imnoseo would be deaireableo but evon hereo

the vmults would be questionablo due to the turbulent

fw.e BeOauva of thelo reasons it •a• deoded to devolop

a sem•-uaeipilal approaoh which would furnish engineering

ans-ers to tUs problem* Before presenting this develop-

mont however It would be well to discuss the experimental

Lwnstiatiaon and its resultse

S(

I
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4Z#100 hal L.9LTmUIU6)ikDA

It was mentioned earlier that the pt'*ble of the

ai imn pressure in a trailing vortex systae lIs Iportant

In eomnnotion with vortex eavitation of marine propellers.

It Is this some pimenonon of cavitation whioh was used

In the experimental Investigation to determine the mini-

sam pressure in the vortex system# It might be well,

befoe getting into a description of the actual exporl-

menwd to discuss briefly the phenmen of cavitation*

CWmitation will ooour at a given point 1n a flow

of l1quid whenever the local static pressure at that point

is roedfed to a pressure equal closely to the vapor pres-

sureo 2h* exast pressure for the inamption of cavltatLon#

somnetms referred to as the critical pressure, although

close to th. vapor pressure depends somewhat upon the

state of the liquid. This is apparently duo to the sur-
a

tgse tmi•O which prevents the growth of vl tatLon

bubb•e unless nmloli are present about whLoh the bubbles

63an form. Unless a speclal effort has boon made to reduce

the air contents hovever, the oritical pressure and vapor

pressur. are nearly identisol. It will be assumed that

suc is the ease for this experimental Investigation*

b serfes of photo~a of rfeg (22) Illustrate

Owhe ner in w•ieh cavitation is used to determine the

iLnimm pressure. In these photographs water Is flow~ing

S(
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pes a oal no"e -In the first photograph,

0404V US volelty 14 great SUOUgh or the free 9trOm

"eate pWess is suffLolently lo so that the loal.

Stable prouueo at the .unoturs of the hemisphere with

the se•yndl'eal afterbody has decreased to the value of

the vapor pressure, In this Irwtmnoo vapor pressure

ox1ets ever a sonslderablo region of the nose with the

uea2tlng oavitation ooeuring over quite a b•qe band.

In Ww se0ond pietuwe* the v0ooity has been deOreased

or tWe fee .stream statto pressure inoresed so that the

Soitu savitation Is not as pronounced, In the third

photeguaph the free otroem conditions are such that only

the Smallest rmount of cavitation ramains If the free

starom vtoloalty oe dereased slightly or the froe

Streom stati pesseure inereased a mall umuimt then

*As sw0vijaimO vould disappear altogethero.

b aispposme that p and VG are the free stream

pressue and velocity respeotively at Whish the oavlta-

tim Just disappears* Ftr those particular values then

It •s knm that the aLnamm pressure along the body is

loosted at the point where the cavitation had been prosent,

and further It ýs known that this minLn= pressure is equal

to the vapor pressure. The minimw pressure coeffioient

an toen be saloulated as

P •



'.ihus the rIkimzi prossure o;effioi•nt can be dotermdned

for the body frw:i observation only with no reoou•rse to

direct m•e surenont.

•/n a body such as that just considered the direct

measuremont of thie min.U•uzi. Preosuro is not too difficult.

For a tr'ailing yortex -owever whose location is rat*.er

uustable, the advantage of doternining the minim= pros-

sure by observing the cavitation at the center of the

vortex is apparent. tatually, it is diffioult to see

how the minimnum pressure would Le measured directly in a

vortex iii view of the velocity uisctriution about the

vortex,

It is standard practice in l.ydro•inics to define

the state of a given flow with ropards to cAvitation in

teo=* of a paraietor known as a cavitativn index. Zeiu

parameter, Uenoted by iF n ii dofined aa

P-

The parttoular value of this index at which cavitation

just begins is ai.o•-n as te critical cavitation index,

deonted by I* .t•Ae:.vo•hat t:'o minfruz preseure

coefficient Is the negative o: 6 . if t-.:e operatincr

In dex# is greater t.-aun Cy, t:e1 Oavitati") will

wiot be present ii. if (F !s lecs th0 n 4. thon the

~ 4 alulinl pres sure will be less than. t. O vapor 'pros' iir"O and

.•cavitation will occur.



* The PrPoso of the oewrlmenttal investigation was

to deteuaine the variation of the mini= pressure in

the trailint vortex systemis of elliptic# reetangular

and dolts wings tas a function of aspect rntio, angle of

attack$ and Rernolds nw*.ro These r•sults could then

b9 Uned to ompare with any tbeoretlal predictions ors

I8 is done later* be used as the basis for a seztt-empfr-

ies. deoreopunto Deterztiation of those minlxiuu MrOs-

NIVOS Wa aoooRqlishOd by observing the cavitation in

the traili1n vortex systems of families of elliptic, reo-

tangulars and delta semi-wings mnmted in the Garfield

Thmas (ater Tunnel. This tunnel is a faollity of the

( Ordase Repeares Laboratory, operated by the College of

AjI.*ooering sad Arclhteoture of Moe Pennsylv&.nia 2tatO

Uxnvmsity under contract from the U.sS NIary uzeau.u of

A sketch of the Garfiold Thwoas '.-at•,r Tunnel In

Sive in figure (23)o This tunnel, with a OaPAoitY of

100#000 Sallona, hao a four foot diameter etroular test

soatich with a length of 14 foot. The test section

"el0i4ty Is continuously variable up to a mAxIXWs velocity

of oe*ity foot per second. Thu statio pressure at the

sesnbline of the tunnel is variable from throe to s ixty

poMWd p.1 square inch Absoluteo

(
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A diagream of the test equipma mt nounte4 In the tunel

j '"" test iotion sem be seen in figure (24), A four-by-four

foot talo floor divides the tesa section along the horn-

santsl diameter. This false flor is supported in the

e. OteO by a iargo strut and at t•ie raiddle of the leadlng

end trailing e•dge by aamalliz' struts fabrieated from o111-

ptieal tubitg. At the sIdeas the floor is attached to the

tumnel walls with lengths of argie Lron, The large oenter

strut ts hollow with a baft, running up through It to a

turstable.o Mounted on this turntable proJeeting vertitally

Lubt thoe fw I te semd-ing shapo to be testedo. Sie

the ftl. floor lies on the dividing stremline of the flow

about the wing, exoept :-or the bomdary layer of the plate

the flow about the semi-ving will be unaffoted by the

posesnee of the floor.

Figpwo (25) is a skitteh showing the arn nt for

turning the wings A wor*-wheol is fastened to the end

of tMe shaft from the tumtable. This wheel Is rlymi

by a w•m aeer such that ten turns of the Soar produoes

about )0 degoees travel of the wing, Attached to the

shaft whieh drives the wing Is a potentlometer, This

petmtlometen Is* oonnooted in an active log of a bridge

e0wllt. A diegram of this oirout Is givln In figure (26).

"We•hs Is a =all oiroult vhioh was used to determine the

gular position of the wing. Angular oalibratIons of

W Oitoult wer performed freOuently during the tests*.
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( ~~~These oa11irat~imais ate perfomouo as rlolows *

aasurmd zero liA4t J4rao is mar1koc on t.iio baise ov o~oll

wing, & protrauitori's Aned up width a soz'Le line do-

finiraj; ttne ciroctioin of' t!4o undistu'a.bouc 2h'I-w In thto

tunnel. w~lthe wing is 3et to the livdt of Its ani~ular

truvel, -It"- the -),tontioma~ter - set to a fixed reading$

aboltt two detoreooo . :I bOeti~i o1' 'tlu )Oten~t.Lonoto3r

in then recorded vfih al ~Is )O8A t oý,eu zy~~ oro\

the arrimikorg '_LML8 procodutvo 0 j. AIo I.:i ujVjr U..~ &a Lax
t1'LVO ~.-cIinho tests, ,a remul t ov ..o oai2A)ration

In a jgra.-ih of the angular i 0' -c~ as L. Auic-

tlion of th~e settilai.; or :io)otunt1oitjo1.jc,,~ - 'or a .:Ixed

settJ~ng of potontio;rýtor . a call *intio:n 1.3 given

in figure (27). 1-4i motho -if Lttac* in,,- tL;.. wl~s V-) tl e

turntablo was i'olativoly aLi plo, it fjanj,- at tins 1jaso off

the wing~ Mz-aaos f'its intlo a nillod ruicoas in tite turntable,

A covor platu then slipa3 down ovor tlie flav~ge andA to ool',ed

cdown flu~s.: with icha ouivaco of Via 17&lso ~l~~

ease of notation tiu@sa lJ!~ns(L ,urrs i~l,;ii~s tu.i IAZt:

rwmber, -,,o mztt'Jor' Lis -Al Wits4 o!' .in~ai's - listed

Aing miriber I. manufnteIZAa-e t_ 37ttrm-.1y close

toe.xoe 'y h ..'oohnioul, oJV.icaa ýo.-io4 ;raiof of



Newport Neus* VlagtWia. fe cost tumv4A Ini1 deb% this,

for &e o the Win~gs was pwohlbibtIve h~welos.5 that It

wes 6wi44 to U~ifeh Sm h&Mnft1ldh the rest lin the

Water 'baw shuime iops. In order "ht Wxe offset of

inin~ttw~ 4ltsmeuzeaso might bo dtermlneI* at leaist

In ps*k, wing =wei 10 was esolostd too have the saw

p3Umf~om inhpo as tho first wing, owinzg tho eouarseo o

the go imsIN, hovervw a spec 1.1 profiler was Installed4

In Owe 1Ws' TMml Mkliine Shiop# so that it was poestible,

f t mashm ems, additomal wings aeourately maifg palti

ou4w estAionS of wift mmber I, as the teMplatims. A photo-

wai epwesen~ttLys of the wings whish vwer tested is

shmm in ftswe (280)

Ihe wing to be tested ts fr"t Wasted an tbo tuw-

tAble A i mbS'stion fhor deteaudnizng th. aspalar posit ione

pm Lovely53 domsibedil is then performed e ftlowing this

tOe bell ell to plemed on1 the test msetion and the tun-

ml3 t113si After' tillIng. the 1Ue1se precision type Pies

iel gaps ilftih read the Ust seetion pressure and a amw-

ew~ imstwwhish roods the primssure drop sai'os theI. ~mo awn1 ~e be*h be blod to ruve sWairu entrapped in
the hUM. Alec a m5erury barometer reading to taken sand

"tle, Nei"e gag ajsted to read the sorriest AbeelUte Pros-

al M these psUa101ar~get,8 tug testIng is

ree4y to boss&.

it



'Mtum1i to started end the 4to mtiou vollt~y

wA~ WOSsa are set to the "Up"~e y.3vies. N*AZ the

vig.404*i to neweas4 UnILU eaVitation Lu tbe tip-

deewessed to the pointl %dioewe the last twinss of' eVitiation

jiast Uappeawmt At 0aisomdition weediUl awe taken of

the mometer drop &Oros& tOw mossle. the test seetiou

OPUOSO% t" vate tsuperatuwe a* the vWavS sa0le
With thel v.".ity held eoxztaazto the prosou"e io

anpd %a~ he punseWm Is ispeated. 7~W9 1 a 4sf Uite

Wesses ki isasawILM the paol at O~ieh the GOeavtiuin jazst

4*eepeesrather than that, at vhieb It belns. 9We data.

bAiac to Wmah nor ouiftetszt IABn gzWal#. the solds

(~at whiab esvitation beSa~ns is somewhat Posater than the

#*a ot *4*h i0 disoppesws and to not as aspeatablep as

the lasteu sngOs, Ts to appareatly duo to tho fest that

goISS ilAtte itself ON&UO #he sWOSsew mielsi LA the

fM Of NAVS*. &IV bwbblf shout WAis the eavItaUOU

"wb""e f~vol wheweasv With m eaVitatiOu psesep, the

prooms dopsuditn upew he woosms of waul~.mase O*40Ti

Alp "Wd poi5"Wl, *sob *Roa p"Olefa or t#w

It WU Vw wa opp,5st 4rootuim r0 saon IMt thsan stns"
Us sin'hi3 5e0 Sass mm all symoarlopo emo voulA ejapet

No se Wr rmts. ter Postive *A woolys, sanls of 0t*64.



ISe01#00 beeps. Of eWMowa In the MuAafettWO of the

~6a~ 4mvo In the IaS~eset of the v9*PO or a slism

eiOALWIty In the test s~esti.R f2*v* this Is niot the ease.

ads mearts~ty In the 4iwee~ti~ or &Ora lift to. easily

aseeemsod AWs hevevew by tekdag visasuraenets to both sides
at the eae~mol am* lift lize and then eoweestin the

WMsWA4 MAIsie by a ecuistsat almaut too as.We that the

wee.4ts WO lbs eamn tor equal absolute values of' the

am%* of' attali. Sueh a ya"Oee4re cawtainly "ems less-

Mtto mK boyon qwotion, 2.b esoweetiup a~nteum an

00 aWW~p to about tow-tmAbs of a 4.gwes mdM was am-

"Bletas With pw heg

oSet.-s~ Verossdaetmot4 at'voleeItise up to about 40.

fetS pw eeespjW Althmaqý the tumael is espable, of hIbjeq

*pop&* etti aL 3 tatims, of the false, floor pr'o.
MUWL MO~W speeds, tEis at the veloslty of 1.O feot

OW041 aM ft"we, eeemove4 &Awlag the esiaw" of svr

~*e4ss - &W floors 4sItWU& &na lie L11h OW

of Usfl, uewtes6W a e~nsSewble, Ismf

two# Iftuf to probably mottwiums"b to the iatgfaw'gomme

OtUs U#Wp 4.sral support ebt&'at DurIn the sour" of
a 600 WSWa vWe e0W (5),# the uoe4Im edge sopport tore

400 bwo "s WinkesVy soft bIormss of MAO toot msetloft

wm ~OW pilt tos. Ottpo... v~4a a 4Lvewsang o

oo~4 La a WW~ Lastex* v~ it oppoaxvd to the ob-

ias st vem thtm had slowly v mapew 9 befboe hais
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(e% ftbe 4UMOI vWA Stopped vith the weegaM atop

butten but by this time the equipaent Was badly b"ten.

ShO WIN wS tarn l00oo" aend se.Prod downstemr ending

Up In the lower leg of the tumol. surprisIngly enough,
h&eeveWW aftit having gone though two oomor guide vaneo

and the tummi. 1pllero, the only dauage to the wing was

A SIL&UtIYbe0 tip vhiah was easily sorteeted. The false
ntU bAeheve 4Ud not fair as eoll. The for*. of the

Wer1e I se4mod the plate to the top of the test seetien

UGeIa this .-,..Lnh thiok aliniin plate to the eonqteu

of' thO iMl. The tunmel Itself suffered "so dams"

With SiwUsO IU- %h bV0o04 walls and a oraokod vising port,
PMttoly, thits daae sould be repaisde satistaetorily.

After this set•tw•l f•i e, the appa•atus Was 4ebuilt

with ad~ditional strengthening employed.
In AdtioU to th usual tostpo meaausur nts were taaken

MvW & wIP of tUM0l Water tompePrtureo in order to extend

the sing of JkeynoAs mabw's. It is possible In thil umbn-
I >~NW Al"w to Obansp the Repolds mnsber by a fosero of two.

04, Lu a96mveieut feature of the twumel that the temper-

0v0 eO be varied ft= about 14eC up to lk;oc,

A typieal raw data shoot Is, iioluded as table (II).'

AS smbiwed perwio .ly readings were taken or the tet

eagWtm statto pressure and the nosaml drop, as uasurod

toy x naewy manc0tor. Tthe nmeoury manometer across the

wasUe has bad the nam. *Long John sttashod to Itj,



prsumsbly because of its h~i~t hence the headings on

the data sheet ":ýongl" and "Jo~jn sirniry t:P-.e levels of

mercuryv in the two legse 11he turmal !,as been calibrated

sandi If & enotes thle ýrorssure drop in Inches of nor-

cuz'y across the nozzles then the average test section

volooity is giver. by

teat Pat seaunu 42

Slie static pressuro uport which to base the critical

cavitatlon izide oazuiot be taken sit.ply an the ýrossure

measuared bvy the ! :,Ase Cage, 'Iie .4iss Cage recordis the,

absolute pressure *ut the start o. the test section along

the centerline. TýJu )ressure ii.ust therefore be oorrecoted

ro~the prossurtu graciiont Qaouni tnoi tent boctQ1, )nd als

(for the holight of the wing tip ab~ove Unao enterline o~f

Utoe tunnel*

Let b be the haig)"t of' the w:Ung ab~ovo the centerline.

-Jm the surface of the false floor Is on the tunniel

*enteorlino# this hai~t is also the somi-span o:' the wing,

In addition~ lot p be tho static pretsure in t:,o test

saet~iork at the wilvg location and p the test 'soctlon pros-

oL ure as measured by thu .us gueo If Y I~ t*e luni-
fora testý section velocity at the location of' ti.O win.-is

then the cavitatioi- index at the wing tip will be -Ivan 1)y

zf ~ P V~ (
ki V,,,o

IvýN-
4A
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A~we v to the evetie wmiot or the watsm. Jy Be3.wn~Lss

2. fV

so tbAt (;j=
* 1W OuPressif Nw the tip cavitation Sindez then beeamoi

i* e aftialea Iex boo"d an the easuremd pros.

mem the "leIty as givem by equattoa (1f.te

"mews, *tfmiaits cp* # is 1omow from tallbration

tosts of the twxwie2 It in a slight tumotion of Reynolds

Wmb but sines it enters as only a mall sorroot Son to

r ~ths variation ean safely be Sl~moed and an average

V.3UI* of- (0*023) us~de

Yow ens. of oow~utaticu#4 the expression f'or 64- can

0.9 7 Z10(p(4- 6 )

Owe p a test Seetioei prsm.sur In psi& as reat on

ASnossle drop in inoas1. of' mrcury

b *wing eomi-span In Inch"s

p T a vapor preshure In psi
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The vapor pmeasure as a funtion of tomprature is

Sigv iM table IIM.

This toets Vhieh were porm]ined ae soml, ied in

table IV* The teta mubers correspond to the moboerizg

NYMAN ulsed at the Garielod Thomas Water Tumnol. Most

o•f e taets wom sondu•to at a test aeetio velocity

Of 40 tp, with the test seetion poesure being varied

ts about 5 or 6 pals up to 20 or 30 psU,* she water

t-1-Ot -we tfor the m jorlty of the tests was on•tant

at about 840 CGo ;vms of the later tests werse run at

" Preagesl of tpewaturee and different velot tiem

to study the off•et of Reynolds mmAboe Before diasus-

alt" the dtalf.d rosults of the expeiment it mligt be

WOU to first diseus the general performumse of the

4&thoint 7 $ No of wings.
VII

19bo bidwvior of the tip-rox ts avibstion was very

*imL)Am for al of the ellsptie wiRgOs, iwspoetive of

the sepet ratiol. At the ht1has 114)e•s the looation of

fto InsSnmm poesseo was sams dietne aft of the wings

with esvSttati1n disappO"a lag t a distanes of about a

aftl-1ps lownstm.u. At the lower angles the vortez

emItatiem appoesed to at1rt down a little on the loading

edge$ ou ve usp hround the snd and trail from the very
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g oft the Wing tip* As the vortex oavitation was sup-

peeee It would disappear simultaneously on a small

wsUn of the blade and Immediately aft of the blade.

""Plare (29) is a photograph typloal of the vortex oavita-

tiLo frca an elliptic wing,

"As In the ase of the elliptic wings, there was littleo

diftfe . In the general behavior of' the vortex cavitation

froem os aspest ratio to the next. Unlike the elliptic

wings, at the Lower .angles of attaok the cavitation oowrreod

um ly -along a eons iderable extent aft of the wing, never

appearia iMntLally attached to the wing. The inoeption of

-is, esitatio waes quite definite at the lower angles but

at the hihoer angles it %as vey sporadic* Two states of

vartex 6avitatia frm a rectangular wing with an aspect

ratio of four ars shown in figures (30) (31).

(30) shoes the gavitating vortex loav", the blade and

trailing downstroma while the soond photograph illus-

twatit a state of cavitation whoe a region exists Just

aft of the wing in VhiLh there is no cavitation.

2he oeavtatinu vortex from wingu onUbor 5 which is

a 4lta wing with an aspeot ratio of 2.*5 was considerably

diffesat frau tho other wings test•d* Th photographs

of figursr (32) to (35) IncluJsie Illustrate this cavi-

tatton. 3n theoe series of p1'otofaaphx the anglo of the
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WlI and test 8eetion velocity we" held constant while

the paressue was varied. h1ore are several points to be

obServed on them* photographs. First It should be noted

that a t"pe of vortex cavitation ocours along a consider-

ablo oeteunt of the leading edge Sf the wing. Also notice

that the trailing portion is shed frm a location inboard

of the tip unlike the elliptic and rectanular wings j

Finally observe that as the pressure Is Increased$ the

cavitation remains the longest on the wing itself.

ftr the two delta wings of higher aspect ratio It

was impossiblo to obtain vortex cavitation in the trailing

vortex system of either of thes delta wings. Cavitation

oeourzed along the loadIng edgo as with the small delta

wing but a definite avitating vortex aft of the wings

sould not be obtained. The offTet is shown in the photo-

gpaph of figure (36) whveev instead of the trailing eavi-

Wang vortex only a Mirky region appears as ausoed by the

ai bubles released frm solution by the oavitation an the

.,; blade.

40 Ou- l Discus �-A of RAsalts

the, Gifield Thomas Water Tunnel is a relatively %ow

fteiLtr and these tests were the first of this typo to

be pe•fomed in the tunmel. The false floor installation

and wing pitehing aechanim vwer designed with little or no

previous *erionoe from which to draw, It was only natural

thererore that PAny "bugs" had to be eliminatod before

%,
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consistent, dependable results oould be obtained. The

first ot these as mentioned previously, was the overall

strength of the false floor Installation vi4oh proved

iwafflaiernt and failed during a tedto Mw. failure was

attributable to a large extent to exc sesive vibration

predu•ed by eavItation on the false floor struOture

itslf.o 1.or to the failure of the apparatus, it was

vey diffieult to turn the wlip'sso tbAt in roedsipiing

the apparatus, the damoeal advmntap between the wine

shaft and the driving ahaft was inroesod,

The soatter of tM data obtained before the failure

of the apparatus was rather large. From later oXp$eiOMOe

this, was blamed onetwo auses. The fIrst was the test

osdure ia Utieh the veloeity and wing angle, were hold

fid &nW the presOure varied The decay of the cavi tatio

was very gadual and offered considerable latitude in the

.lotee, of the pweeure at u*Us the favitation was to have.

ehe. The aoond faetOr to wbioh bie soatter was

attributed was difi•eulty in measuring the angle of the

wing. Initially a teo.turn holipot potentlmwoter was

oemoeted to the driving shaft sinOe a potontiometor of

sufficient asouracy to be attached directly to the wing shaft

vuld .not be found* This necessitated two oalLbration curves

for t ,e w ng anAle in order to aoeooit f-o the baekelash In

the m weelow.w.om goar drive* Bee.us a of sticking in the

bORWtag and * 0"' ring seals and tVe nature of the loading
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there wan always some uncertainty as to which of the

oalibration curves should be used*

U2* rebuilt apparatus was strengthened considerably

but the looation of the active potentiometer was not

lhmnged. The testing prooedure was changed with the wing

angle being varied us desoribed earlier. T1is proved to

be msash more satisfactory. All or the earlier tests were

epeoated In a second series. Unfortunately, in strengt-

e04 the equipment a se.bing gasket was relocated and did

not function properly. Ths allowed an exoessive amount

Of air to leak into the tunnel at the lower pressures

makn it difficult to determine whether the investigator

was seeing cavitation or a collection of undissolved air

In the rfti•qx of the vortex. Me data from the seeond

ewteia of tests, although appasently repeatable within the

scatter of the data, display" inoonsistenowis which made

it advisable to perform additional tests*

The two major faults with the rebuilt apparatus were

eured in that a potenti•eter was obtained which could be

fastened directly to the wing shaft and the sealing gasket

was rodoe ned to funotion properly.

A third, and by far the most complete, series of tests

was performed. Not only were the tests of the first two

completely redone but additional wings were made and the

tunnel water tewirature varied to study the offsets of

Reynolds number. The apparatus perfop..ed entirely satis-

factory for the last serie• of tests with tle data obtained
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being mwsh more onsistent and with lose scatter t1an

that obtained in the earlier testai

The eerimental data are suvwtarised in figures (37)

to (3j4)# inclusive. Inzludod on the figures are thte pro-

dilited results based upon the segi-s.ipirical developlient

presented later, The curves of •5 versus - for

eeah wing were all taken at a velocity of 40 fps. 7he

Reoyolds nmmbers based on the mid-span chords are given

a th figures. iliguwe (44) presents the variation of

S(_ w ith hoynolds n mw bor as moasu ved for a series

of veetanguLr wings all of asleOt ratio four. 11e lower

Repxolds nsamoors were obtained at reduced wa~er temperatures

of about 100 C and velocities of 25 or 30 .ps while the

hblgbe Reynolds numbers were obtained with elevated terap-

maturei of about 400 C and a speed of 40 fps* 'ilho experi-

westal points given on the figures for the two angles of

40 and 8o represent points on the curves which beat f*t

the data obtained of versus '\ at *aci Reynolds

The oxperimental variation of - with . for the

elliptio wings is seon to be nearly linear up to an angle

of 60 or 70# It is also interesting to note that the exper-

*Lm etsl. weult. are nearly identical for the three aspect

Mbi s consoiered. This is dermristrated more clearly in

figure (45). The data obtained for the rectangular wings

do not exhibit the linear variation of the elliptic wings
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but tend more towards a parabolic shape. Also, the

variation with aspect ratio is nro pronotanod than that

obtained with the elliptic wings, The rectangular wings

amo comupared in fiuro (46).
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The eoperimont4,l results do not agree very well

with the earlier predictions based upon considerations

of Uiduced drag. The magnitudes of the predicted mini-

m= pressure coefficients based on the complotely rolled-

up vortex shoot are oonsiderably lower than the critical

oavitation indices maeasured experimentally. 'Ahe varia-

tion with planforo, aspect ratio and angle of attack

predicted on the basis of the non-distorted vortex sheet,

though closer in znagnitude than that predicted on the

basis of the rolled-up shoet, still deviates appreoiably

from the measured values. The effect of aspoct ratio is

not nearly as pronounced as predicted and the variation

of CPmin with the anglo of attack is more linear rather

than parabolic as predicted.

The principal Zult of the previous approachec ap-

pears to be in their neglect of the boundary layer on

the upper and lower surfaces of the wing, It does not

appear feasible with the present state of the art to

attempt a detailed analysis of the turbulent boundary

layer near the tip of the wing in consideration of the

ecmplicated velocity and pressure fields. Neverotheless,

a simplified and. approximate analysis can be made which

appeaws to explain to a large extent the observed results,

The development will be performried only for the rectangular

and elliptic planforms since ihe delta wings of higher

aspeoct ratio did not exhibit distinct vortex cavitation
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behind the wings and the flow over the low aspect ratio

delta wing appeared to separate near the tip,

59100 Iioctwnur~ar ,'lanfVorra

Irriediately adjacent to the trailLi•e e"di- of the

wing the thicknesa of the trailinv -Nortox aheet is

deterciined by the tilokness of the boundary layer Lt Viis

location. Sines tho mifnb= pressure oocurs at the edge

of the sheet, the boundary layer at the outer *nd of the

trailing edge of the wing would appear to be the Coverning

factor in deter:Aninin the minimumu pressure.

In order to gain some insight into the factors

governing this tlhickess,, consider the diagram of figure

(47)4 An shown, the flow ap7iroaching thie wing is diverted

inward over the upper surface kid ouitward over the lower

surface. At the tip thoroforep the boundary layer can

only grow as a result of the flo-w over the lor.er surface.

T.Lus the thicklness of the boundary layer on the lower

surface of the wing at tho tip of thu trailing edge should

be a good rweaduro of the tilcknes8• of the oc:e of the vortex

sheet. In order to estimate this thicness, ssome simplifying

assumptiona will be made which will be introduoed where needed.

Qonsider the streamline on the lower sarfuee whio: passes

through the trailing adge at the tip as shown in the diagram

of figure (1+). It will be asuaeed that approxinrtely tCin

streao.ine is deflected by u constatt angle over the wing.

In addition it Is assumed thak the tliicless of tle boundary
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layer alon~ this stresamlne in proportional to the

distane, from the leading edge along the streamline di-

vided by some power of the Reonolds mber based on this

diatanooi that is# the tli.knoas of the boundary layer

at the trailing edgo of this streauline will be given by

I ' I., •'"(5.1)

r

Vr a avorage" reiultant velocity along

atreawaiJn

k a* onstaut of proportionality

This ean be rawritten as

Now the ter In the brackets is a function purely of the

loading and aspect ratio so that to the approzimations

iibieh were made i

- - (5,.2•)

At t Ws pint a slL&t division i=a&t be made. Sie

eaeulat~d circulation distributions of most wings do not

vary greatly from the elliptic distribution and an such

"a be approximated very oloeoly by

-A t- A f
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PoN moet purposes it is suflolesrkt to consider only the

na, ad &2 torms. The calculated distributions of refor-

eone (10) for the reotangular and dolta planforas were

&pproximatod to within an error of leoo than one per cont

all along the span In this manner. Ilha values of al and

a wbieh• were deteramined for the rectangular and the delta

ings a"e given in table (V). Now if equation (503) is

substituted into the exproesion (3941) for the dovnuash

vlOelty than it will be found that for x> Ž 1

- oL V -7 • -Q )- CAIL-

- (5.4)
+ + )t' o - " + A-- .

If the values of w as detoziniied from (5.4) are sub-

ttltuled into equation (3.55), then the variation of

z with *, *an be calculated. Thoese ourves are

given LW? the thire rctangul wings in figure (49),

Now sonIder equation (5.2) for - * f

"oi taken to be 1 A then the variation of with

&IMUis4 mad w san be detoemined from the data given in

f1gwe (44) and the curves of figure (49). The exponent

of R In expression (5.1) is then given by the slope of this

data plotted on log log paper as presented in figure (50)

f• eagloes of 4 and 8 derpees* •rom these plots the value

*f r w- s determined to be 0.35e This value of i- Is

vor7 reasonable In view of the values of 0.2 for a turbulent
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)ayer &MG 0o& for a laminar layer on a flat plate.

Th•r• is a point to be oonsidered horo. It In

possible that the expression (5.1) for S in terms of

and R should also contain some factor depen-

dent upon x * As far as the exponent t is conooeneds

It doe not appear to vary to any extent with A as is

evident from figure (5O), Consideration of the loading

distribution near the tip will. aso show that the factor

k All vary only sligtly with X. * This f¶,lwsa from

the faet that the product @C1 must always vanish at the

tip r*eg• less of the angle of attack, 4nce a Is con-

st1ant; C1 must vanish at the tip which means that the

absolute angle of attack of the tip section must always

be seo regardless of the georatr 4o angle of attack.

Me variation of with aspect ratio and angle

of attaek will mo be determined from the geometry of

ftigm (48)o The length and the resultant velocity

are givenby

V

Go that

Bu so
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~,k

b- H& r+.~jv •, I ; (5.5)

The average velocoity ratio w~- ill be aissimod
V

L +.'

propor�o�n to tu e owrouatinn istricbut ion at deoer

boatiton near th. tip iaised to tpm s power

I• t(5,6)

Qt

w hre c+ a onstants proporionai.ty to be detedfiond

Zin unkTpocn fto be dotes-Ined
the uTOe Of ,nstead or9 t va eqation of it x

te ibet to atainsf•r theat it w1 at t so-pe
aspeet ratio whioh primrily governs the +;

The ReynolsSoa for T beooeare finally

Theo onstants kq uet ond n &s ast bo dwether ie arom
zxperiment, Tb prooedure far doing thLi is as follows,

From th. experimental data of figures (141) to (143) and

the oiwvos or figure (4+9) the variation of •- wi.t, ,'
L

oinn be obtainod for the threo reotanua wings at a eon-

intant Reynolds niwaber. Thos. curves are giLvon as figre

(i.•3) Th. questOion now alrises as to whether suitable
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valuea of k# N& and n ean be found to satisfy slaulJtan

soualy the our,., of figure (51).

Tho sonstant k ean be determined Innodiatoly frM

the extrapolated values of A- for c

.- (5.8)

Where: - • for *\ 3 0

The oonstant nix most readily obtained by copawring

values at ^X, and A , for a given wing.

"- / ., :(5.9)
/• < -,,7

With n detewminedp the constant is fomnd frosa:

I

For the reotangular wing., the oonstants were determined

add

k a 1544

xt 0 53.7

na 3.37

The agreement betveen the alaulatod values of

using the above values of k@ R, and n are inaluded with

th xperimental valu*e in fiu•res (41), (42), (43) and

(44.)o As is evident, the values of as ealeulated

usi$ni equation (5.7) and figuze (49), are in quite good
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apeem t with the experimental msaremsuta. liTh faot

that Mioh ageavfent vas obtailmd for the different as-

'pest ratLo&" aw angled of attaek lands considerable sup-

port to this $=ui-aomprioal approach and to the suppo-

itiwi that the boundary layer on the loeer surfaoe of

the wing is tie factor governing the thickness or the

e4d of the vortax shoot,

5.200 U1•1J•J o •±•'1 m
The Sats procedure will nowv be followod for the

elliptio ving* taking into asoount the goeomtry of the

wing tip* This region of an elliptic pLaovuw. is shova

As In the previous ease of thle reotangular wingsO

the thiskness of the shoot leaving the ving at the tip

will be assumed to be described by

i&ih can be rewritten as
•+' \ -o.<

where: -.

% * mid-span chord

The ohord at aOW dlmensionless x location Is given

by 0 8, sC/i-v X will be ocose to unity so If it In

afimnd that x 1 - E, where In isua oqmparod to
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= vtt7, then approximately I - x2 2 E.

Prm the geometry of the piotaao

Also:I

Buto t

sotat I

Equating this to the previoua expression for 1 gives:

The ratio I n. then given by

Ptsm the geometry or figure (52)
V'-

Thus the quantity san be found from

L.. *

V. V
4 3 ,- \



With givn.b

SbWofow in to=ms of , the exp•ession for g bosoms

b - 1 >., tt ('/ 2)

As In the case of'te rectangular wings will be

M" d' by' I

SIM*s fbs an elliptic lift distribution

(

SIM*e for the elliptic wizwg i+ the expies-

&on ftor' cosarable to equation (5..7) for the reotansu-

"L

lar wings bosom*&

L r~ \ ~(5.13)

As In the, ease of the rectangular' wingo, -

Om be saloOlatM as a fot ntion of z.. Tis variation

Is gives in figure (53) for tke tbree aspeet ratios of

14. 7P eM 10.2. F'rom these. curves and the experiziontal

P*8nX$ gives in figures (37),, (38)v a (39)o the ourvxe

of L- versus - given in flgur (51) for the
b

oliptio wings wore doterosiett i
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Agin the question arises as to whether a kp Ks and

n mn be found such that an expWesuion of the form (5.13)

ean, be made to fit the curves of - - versus .Ob.

sem that the form of the expression for the olliptie

w1AiV is cons iderably different than that for the rootangu-

lar wings due zainly to the difference In the geometry or

the'tip. Unlike the rectangular wings# f- or the *I-

ULptio wings goes to sero as \ goo to szero

The Ideal situation would be of course to have the

values of ks K, and n found for the rectangular wings

hold for the elliptio wings* There in the question how-

ovoer, as to whether the k or the pover of the Roymolds

nuWbor of 0,35 will roun the same since at the tip of

the elliptic vings the boundary layer buildup occurs over

a very mwall length of ehord which is Increasing In thick-'

nessn,, Tbe K and n are questionable in view of the fact

that the edge of the vortex shoot Is shed from the very

tip of the wing which Is ahead of the rost of the trailing

If the values of kip K# and n ae inserted into

equation (5.13) the calculated values of will be

found to be too largoe. y varying n it In possible to

obtain values of in agreement with the experinental

values of figure (51). In fact, with the power of the

Reynolds mamber fixed at 05j, the values of k and iý must

ra'Man the e*a as for the zretangular wing In order to
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*bemla sditable ageament with the omperolmeuta values.

ftw the Ollptic wings thereforeO the following values

mk

n a 1.6

The agreement betveen the oaloulatod values of ,

using thO above values of ks Ks and n are Included with

the oxperueMtal values in figUres (37), (.38) and (39).

Again the asaloulated variation of - with x and aspect

ratio pro(UOs values of In good agreement with

r-r

5.*3O ]4 aIon of ;m.AM~fia netzto

64T aspeement between the experimental results and the

as~s4atlons based on the sem-spirical investigation sup-

Vwt1 the basilo approach to the analysis. The variation

both with av•les of attack and aspoot ratio tor a given

plaM shape Is predicted accurately by consideration

of the .otiet of the gesometry of the wing tip and the

loadifg distribution on the growth of the boundary layer

eo the loer surfaco of the wing. nis nocessity of varying

the 0eMmt n with planfo I is not too desirable but this

Is offst somewhat by the fact that the ooefficionts k and

I wamma$. aehang•do Attempts to predict the variation of

3% have mat proven fruitful to date.
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S6.ooo cuJMI

Theootioalg experimental& and smi-qinirical

investigations of the mlnzm pressure in trailing vortex

system• of olliptic# rootangular, and delta wings To

been prosentedo The conclusions of these Investigationso

*me of them In the negative aena.o are siarlsed below*

1o The magnitude of the minimum pressure coefficient 6:

inorease& with increasing Reynolds number.

2e The miaitudo of the minina pressure coeffioient

Increases nealy linearly with the angle of attack.

3. The minima pressure ooeffioient is almost inde-

peudent of aspeot ratio for elliptic wings.

14. •he masnitude of the minimm pressure coefficient

increases with Increasing aspect ratio for reotan-

gular wings.

;. �ecause of separation near the tip, only the delta

wings of low aspect ratio produces discrete vor-

tex cavitation In the trailing vortex system.

6. The thioknass of the tip vortex core# or the

thieoknes of tho edge of the trailing vortex

shoet is governed by the thickness of the boundary

layer on the lovoi surifa. of the wing and not by

sany oonsidoratLon of Induced drag and kinotic

onergy of the vortez sheet Itself.

7o ohe thicker the boundary layer on the lower surface

at the wing tip, the nualler the magnitude of the

Wlnisam pressure cooeffLolent.
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8o Roftetion of the vu% loading near the ti does

not necessarily refce the magntude or the

minimm preossure cooffloient since the thick-

neo& of the boundary layer will be reduced,
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SX 2
0

This integral in first reduced by integrating by

parts to the form below,
/ ',,r' k - kx-

The firsmt quantity7 is "sea to vanish at both limuits.

Nov it the ta'snefozlmtion t * kx2 $1 applied to the

integral, it rmduee. t~o:

k/"X

(

The ntog~re o at thsintegral oa~n itself be ex-

pia:essed in ilntegral ro. .Oo

X I
(kt( jt

t

iNo tIf the o•fi•i• a nten oan bt transfoapl ed to the

double Itoroeral .

kf^ jt dtt

o
Rorsig the *rdew o£ itogration and ontoIsetifb vexh

rspect to t givo L ~t tk
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uthah b.oome MAI aly

- kx 2f(7dx d x o

0

8.200 .eroo4! ZMJ th ndWuo e ggVjtYo RV •n. &go the

TraiLUW Uj Vor ex a if ftai4ed ~AMR& at tMA

Wdas gt Sth 3b&&%~

The velaooity nduoed nrmal to sud in the plane of

th e sheet In gi ,n by b d P d ,

-b)btT t" 0- 's)
It - b this inteogl oannot be Integated

diroetly by parts from -b to b bsoause of the dlooont•umity

in the Integrand at y 8 YO" In this oaae it is broken Into

three 1nteoalsZ•d~d• + •• d['

-i4

where ~ 1-
The first and laat integrals oan be Integrated by parts

and sin*i F* (: b) -0 the result oan be written as

r'(3 ,) _ F'1 2 t . I' / r ,. ,1 U-(

Tz- 'J. ) ~
-b

There cre no W• ig a-aritiis In the range of intogation

for the first two integrals so that the only ausation con-

aeft the last integeral, or the usual wing the funotion
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in well behaved exoept at y b o This un@o

tion is therror., bounded between *JIe- Ik te

value of the least uprner bound be denoted by Me Then

If Yo 8 b the integral for the dowwash can be

integrated by parts Imediately to give

TT oTr(b) =I -.
b-b

ý,±noe r' (b) is zero the first part in brackets will

be fito at b proviLing P( b) is finite. In the integral

however* the intogand can be soon to havo a second order

pole at y * b unless "(b)i 5 • zero and • (O)ii filite there.
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Table I

Specifications of Wings Tested

0I.o.

1. elliptic 10.00 2.` 10.20 0015 stuinless 1
eteel

2. rectangular 4.00 2.0 4.00 0012 brass 2

3. rectangular 6.00 2.0 6.00 0012 brass 2

4. rectangular 8.00 2.0 5.00 0012 brass 2

5. delta 2.55 7.0 1.46 0007 brass 2

6. delta 4.35 7.0 2.7j 0007 brass 2

7. delta 7.00 7.0 14.00 0007 brass 2

8. elliptic 3.9.3 2.5 1.00 00r5 brass 2

9. elliptic 6.37 2.5 7.00 0035 brass 2

10. elliptic 10.00 2.5 10.20 00L5 brass 2

11. r•ctanrular 4,.00 2.0 L.0o flat st,,el 3
plato

12. tlliptic 3.93 2. 4.00 flat steel 3
plate

13. rectangular 2.00 1.0 4.00 001 brass 1

14. rectangular L.00 2.0 4.00 0015 brass 1

15. rectangular 6.00 3.0 4.0J 0010 bra5 2

"* 1 hijod on epecial profiler and polisibd.
2. Rough cut on a milling -achine and han finished.
3. I/S-inch almet stock with edcee roandcd.
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Table I - Continued

Specifications of Wings Tosted

4.)A

0 .

16 rctangula 8.00 L.O 1.0.0 0015 Lraou

17. rectangular 6.00 2.0 6.00 0015 brass
18o re ctargular 8.00 2.0 13o00 0015 braus
19. rectangular 6.00 3.0 4.0O 0015 brass1
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Table II

Sampleo Raw !)at& Sheet

TE NO.. NO... PR* 0LGAat1 .

D334iIPTOU.. TID4-Vorex CavitAtIon - , 4 0.

CONS0LE OPHUATOR La.. mtr .

-.1038 1..10 8,5 34 25.14 0.6
"-909
-9.3 31.7

I .6 30
-9.4

9.*3 20

-10s2 12.95 zoo 26
-7.7

6,2 22

6.3

-d19 25.7 8i5

*40.05 12.85 .66 18

L :17

-.6,0 16
5.9

5.55

40 13
-5.0 12

3.9
-10915 1.2.65 309~ 11 8.5

103:1
2 9

-3.9 "3,9 8

2 7

lo6
-3.9
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Table III

WxtK Vapor P1.aaura "nd A&ztlo Viaogallt as a .Enotion
of TowsmkMtu

Teopwatu-o Uater Vapor Prossure

10 1 1I0

312 .20 1.329
1921 1.e293

1 2259
15 24 1:225

1•191*I 28 1.1I60

.30 1.131
19 .31 1.100

2.1075
21 1.048
22 •1.022

10000
.978

25.955
.•49 .935.52 .915

29.8
3031 .65 w 8.69 .825

:7 .808
.791

.Z2

31 .97 .745

ro1.o0 .703
1.13 b60

S1.20 •680
43 1.28 .668
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Table IV

3awn= of iAlto

3z'los I - GozsIdoabla difficulty was experienced with
the wing positioning mtubsani•s in ttis series*
For this resnon the datt In felt to be un-
reliable. This mechanism was redesigned after
the failure o.r the entire apparatus had ooourrod.

Test Wing Volr-oity

790 3 10/29,152 Low Test InooMlete

791 1 10/30152 Varied Test appears satis-
faetory

792 1 10/31/:2 Varied Test appears satis-
facory

794 1 11/3/52 Varied Test appurs satis.
factory

797 1 11/10/5;! Varied Toot appears satis-
factory

798 1 11/12/15 Varied Test appears satis-
- faotory

799 1 1/13/52 Varied Tost appears mats-
fastory

800 1 3./1.4/52 Varied Test appears satis-
factory

928 2 3/12/53 40 Test Incomplete

929 2 3/12/53 40 Angle uneertai,

930 3 .3/1353 30 Test appea*s eatis-
factory

931 4. 3/13/53 30 Test appears satis-
factory

932 2 3/l4/,3 4.0 Angle imesertain

973 1 4/13/53 30 Test zo good

974. 1 4/l 3 4.0 'ar twistedt data no
V004

975 5 4/15/`,c3 4.0 l~vete failure of
apparatias
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Table IV - Continued

aw 2t o- Tests

rles ZII-. In this second series of tests, considerable
backlash was present in the wing positioning
meeanism whiah mado it difficult to determ~ine
the wing angle accurately* Alsp a sealing

sket leakoed allowing an excessive amount
of air to enter the tunnel so that alitough
the teots were apparently alright# the data
is questionable, particularly in view of
the third series of tests,

Test wing Velocity
_____ 2Jate 1 CA on-ct

198 2 11/18/53 40 Good test

199 2 11/19/53 40 Good teat

00 210 11/19/53 30 Considerable amount
of air present

1201 . 11/19/13 40 Sam uncertainty inwing angle

1202 5 11/20/53 40 Ropeat of preceding

test

1203 8 11/20/53 40 Good test

1 9 11/20/53 40 Good test

305 6 11/20/153 40 :No vortex cavitation
produced

1206 7 ! 11/20/53 40 No vortex cavitation
produced

1L207 3 11/21/53 40 Good test

'1208 4 11/21/53 40 Good test

120 1 11/23/53 30 Considerable air
present

1210 8 11/23/53 40-20 Good test

13211 9 11/23/153 40-20 Good teat

121 11/24/53 4 Good teat

1213 2 11/24/53 1.0 Good test



Table IV - Continued

ioeoai III - Tbe potentiometer whiho measures the wing
angle was replaced and the now one attaohed
directly to the wing shaft for this third
series of tests, In addition the sealing
gasket was "edesigned* With those changoes
the equipment funotioned properly. T.is
third series In therefore the most complete
and accurate of the throe and Is tve data
from which the experimental data presented
in the text Is taken,

Test wing Velocity

1323 2 3/l/•554 40 Good test, except at
low p

1324 e 3/16/54, 40 Good test - complete

1325 11 3/16/54 40 Cavitation not pro-
noumood - pictures
taken - Inompleto

1326 3/17/54 40 Good test

13 9 3/17/54 40 Test Ao good

1328 4 3/13/54 4,0 Test apparontly 0.o..

1329 10 3/18/54 40 Test apparently O.N.

1330 12 3/19/54 40 Results questionable

1331 9 3/19/54. 4C Toot no good - angle
slipped

1332 9 3/19/54 40 Good test

1333 8 3/20/54. 40 Good test

4334. 5 3/22/%4 4D-~30 Good test

1335 17 3/22/54 40-30 Cavitation sporado

1336 18 3/23/54 4o-30 Cavitation sporadIc

1337 14 3/23/54 40 Teat looks 0.,..

1338 2 3/23/54 40 Check test
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"T•le IV - Gontamaet

St raM of Teats

kLs III - outinued

Toot Wift Veboolty

Man3 AWW 3/a•m gas gam te
1339 2 3/24/5~4 40 heeok test

1340 13 3/26/14 40-30 Good low twWer-
atiwe teot

1331 14 3/26/54 40-30 Good low tmWer-
aturo test

13142 15 3/29/54 40-30 Good low temper-
ature test

13143 15; 3/29D3,31v~/`5;4 30 ¶1eftwreturo ohanged

4"4 15. 3/31/54 30 Good high temper-
aturo teat

31345 16 4a/5 30-40 Good h1i tamper-
ature test

13 19 14/2/5t4 30 Good high tet r-
ature text

mot~ 13 4~/2/%4 40 Good high toper-
aturs teat

1331 114 4~/2/5;4 35; Good high tamper-
ature test
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Table V

Xz (I +i X '

R~eu4ame 2 .o458 .0117

9;~~ '1gwII 815 .00046

6 *23148 .1269

D4" 2,307 .2381 -0107

DI*&-.2~o -1073

0 0

/S

IV
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Reduced Path of Integration for Evaluating tie

Kinetic EnerU. of the Irrotational M!otion
For the Model of the Vortex Sheet,

FiGUREl 19

Iffeat of Viscosity on a Trailing Vortex Sheet-Ti i/

F F5~E 2C

The Inner ?Iegion of a Vortex Sheet
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FIGURE 25

Arraneement. for Rotat ing the Wing
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Flow Di-.ictione on the Upper and Lower
Surfaces of a Rectangular Wing
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FIG,ýIRE 48

Geometry of the Flow on the Lower
Stirface of a Rectaneular Wing
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FIGURE 52

Geometry of the FIM Oywj' th Lower'

Surface of an Elliptic Wing
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